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NONLINEAR DYNAMIC AND AEROELASTIC ANALYSES
OF AIRCRAFT WINGS
SUMMARY
In this thesis, nonlinear dynamic and aeroelastic behavior of aircraft wings are
investigated using two different beam models, namely Euler-Bernoulli beam and
thin-walled composite beam. For both models, geometrical nonlinear formulation is
established to predict the behavior of beams undergoing large deformations accurately.
First, the wing is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam with two degrees-of-freedom,
i.e. plunge (vertical bending) displacement and pitch (torsion) angle, which contains
cubic (hardening type) nonlinearities. The governing aeroelastic equations of
two degrees-of-freedom swept wing are derived by applying the strip theory for
aerodynamics and discretized using the mode shapes of a cantilever beam. The
unsteady aerodynamic lift & moment in an incompressible flow are expressed in the
time domain by the use of Wagner’s function. Limit cycle oscillations (LCO) are
analyzed to obtain nonlinear frequencies. Furthermore, linear flutter analyses are
conducted for several values of sweep angles to determine flutter boundaries and the
effect of the sweep angle on LCO characteristics is delineated. The results indicate
that LCO frequencies tend to decrease and bifurcation begins to occur at higher speeds
when the sweep angle increases.
Second, the wing is modeled as a sweptback thin-walled composite beam with
biconvex cross-section. This beam model incorporates a number of non-classical
effects such as material anisotropy, transverse shear deformation and warping restraint.
Moreover, the directionality property of thin-walled composite beams produces a
wide range of elastic couplings. In this respect, symmetric lay-up configuration i.e.
Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) is adapted to this model to generate
coupled motion of i) extension-chordwise bending-transverse shear and ii) flapwise
bending-torsion-transverse shear. Initially, free vibration analyses are carried out for
linear model of shearable and nonshearable thin-walled composite beams. In addition,
static and dynamic aeroelastic analyses are performed to determine divergence and
flutter instabilities, respectively. For this beam model, the unsteady aerodynamic
loads are expressed using Wagner’s function in the time-domain as well as Theodorsen
function in the frequency-domain. The final results are compared with the literature,
showing a good agreement. The natural frequencies as a function of ply angle indicate
an overestimation when coupling stiffness and transverse shear effects are discarded.
Moreover, omission of transverse shear effect is practical for ply-angles for which
the bending is not dominant. The divergence and flutter speeds are evaluated for
several ply angles and the divergence speed is determined to be the most critical speed
for forward sweep configurations. The effects of transverse shear, elastic couplings
and fiber-orientation on the natural frequencies, divergence and flutter instabilities
are further discussed. Similar to the linear model, the displacement-based nonlinear
equations are derived by the variational formulation, considering the geometric
xxiii
nonlinearity in the von Karman sense. The nonlinear stiffness quantities are obtained
and compared with the linear ones.
Finally, numerical simulations of beam models require handling of nonlinear partial
differential equations which are one of the hot topics in the field of applied
mathematics. Various techniques to solve the equations of nonlinear dynamical
systems are reviewed and the accuracy of these methods are tested. Among these
techniques, the homotopy analysis method (HAM) is chosen as the most powerful one
to determine the behavior of aircraft wings under large deformations. Particularly,
frequencies and amplitudes of LCO obtained by HAM are found in excellent
agreement with the numerical results.
In conclusion, the nonlinear aeroelastic analysis of the Euler-Bernoulli beam showing
the effect of sweep angle on LCO characteristics and the nonlinear dynamic
formulation of thin-walled composite beams are the major contributions to the
literature. These efforts have potential applications in the design of advanced
aeronautical vehicles.
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UÇAK KANATLARININ
DOG˘RUSAL OLMAYAN DI˙NAMI˙K VE AEROELASTI˙K ANALI˙ZLERI˙
ÖZET
Bu çalıs¸mada, uçak kanatlarının dog˘rusal olmayan dinamik ve aerolastik davranıs¸ları
incelenmis¸tir. Uçak kanadı iki çes¸it kiris¸ modeli kullanılmıs¸tır. Bunlar, Euler-Bernoulli
kiris¸i ve ince cidarlı kompozit kiris¸tir. Her iki model için geometrik bakımdan dog˘rusal
olmayan formulasyon kurularak büyük deformasyonlara maruz kalan kiris¸lerin
davranıs¸ları dog˘ru tahmin edilebilmis¸tir. Özellikle ince cidarlı kiris¸lerin dog˘rusal
olmayan analizlerine yönelik çalıs¸malar, son senelerde artmakla birlikte, çok az
sayıdadır. Çalıs¸manın literature en önemli katkılarından biri, ince cidarlı kiris¸lerin
geometrik bakımdan dog˘rusal olmayan formulasyonudur. Dog˘rusal olmayan teorinin
tüm detayları verilerek, sayısal bir örnek için katılık katsayıları hesaplanmıs¸ ve
dog˘rusal teori kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸tır.
Uçak kanadı, ilk olarak eg˘ilme ve burulma olmak üzere iki serbestlik dereceli
Euler-Bernoulli kiris¸i olarak tasarlanmıs¸tır. Dog˘rusal olmayan analizler için ise
serteles¸en yay modeli kullanılmıs¸tır. I˙ki serbestlik dereceli, (geriye-dog˘ru) ok açılı
kiris¸in aeroelastik denklemleri strip teorisi yardımı ile türetilmis¸ ve ankastre bir
kiris¸in mod s¸ekilleri kullanılarak ayrıkılas¸tırılmıs¸tır. S¸ıkıs¸tırılmaz akıs¸ta, daimi
olmayan aerodinamik tas¸ıma kuvveti ve moment, zaman domaininde Wagner
fonksiyonu kullanılarak ifade edilmis¸tir. Öncelikle, dog˘rusal yani klasik çırpınma
analizi yapılarak, çırpınma sınırları tespit edilmis¸ ve deneysel çalıs¸ma sonuçları
ile kıyaslanmıs¸tır. Dog˘rusal çırpınma hızları çes¸itli ok açılarında hesaplanmıs¸
ve deneysel sonuçlar ile kıyaslanmıs¸tır. Ok açısı artıkça daha yüksek çırpınma
hızları elde edilmis¸tir. Tas¸ıma eg˘risi eg˘imi ifadesi i) profilin kalınlıg˘ının ihmal
edildig˘i (ince profil teorisi) ve ii) üç-boyutlu etkilerin (ok açısı, açıklık oranı
vs.) dâhil edildig˘i durumlarda ifade edilmis¸ ve her iki yaklas¸ım için çırpınma
analizleri gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir. Elde edilen hızlar deneysel sonuçlarla kıyaslandıg˘ında
ilk yaklas¸ımın yeterli hassasiyette olmadıg˘ı görülmüs¸tür. Öte yandan üç-boyutlu
etkiler dahil edildig˘inde hesaplanan hızların deneysel sonuçlar ile uyum içinde
oldug˘u gözlenmis¸tir ve tüm analizlerde bu yaklas¸ım kullanılmıs¸tır. Farklı ok açılı
kanat konfigürasyonlarında aeroelastik denklemler hem sayısal hem de yarı-analitik
yöntemler yardımı ile çözülmüs¸tür. Limit çevrim titres¸imleri incelenerek ve
dog˘rusal olmayan frekanslar elde edilmis¸tir. Ok açısının limit çevrim frekansları,
genlikleri üzerindeki etkisi incelenerek yorumlanmıs¸tır. Ok açısı artıkça limit çevrim
frekanslarının azaldıg˘ı, ayrıca yüksek ok açılı kanatlar için çatallanmanın daha yüksek
hızlarda ortaya çıktıg˘ı gözlenmis¸tir.
I˙kinci olarak, uçak kanadı, geriye-dog˘ru ok açılı, bikonveks kesite sahip ince
cidarlı kompozit bir kiris¸ olarak modellenmis¸tir. Bu kiris¸ modeli malzeme
anisotropisi, enine-kayma etkileri ve çarpılma kısıtlaması gibi birçok klasik olmayan
etkileri içermektedir. Bu etkiler çok çes¸itli elastik bag˘las¸ımlar üretmektedir.
Bu amaçla, simetrik katman dig˘er bir adı Çevresel Asimetrik Katılık (ÇAK)
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konfigürasyonu kiris¸ modeline adapte edilerek i)uzama-yatay eg˘ilme-kayma ve ii)
dikey eg˘ilme-burulma-kayma bag˘las¸ımları elde edilmis¸tir. Bas¸langıç olarak, dog˘rusal
ince cidarlı kiris¸ modeli için serbest titres¸im analizleri gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir. Ek
olarak, statik ve dinamik aeroelastik analizler yapılarak sırasıyla ıraksama ve çırpınma
kararsızlıkları tespit edilmis¸tir. Bu kiris¸ modeli için daimi olmayan aerodinamik
yükler hem zaman- hem de frekans-domaininde sırasıyla Wagner ve Theodorsen
fonksiyonları kullanılarak ifade edilmis¸tir. Elde edilen sonuçlar, literatürde yer alan
dig˘er çalıs¸malar ile kıyaslanarak tutarlı oldug˘u görülmüs¸tür. Elyaf açılarına göre elde
edilen dog˘al frekanslar bag˘las¸ım katsayıları ve kayma etkileri ihmal edildig˘inde ihmal
edilmedig˘i duruma göre daha yüksek olarak hesaplanmıs¸lardır. Özellikle eg˘ilmenin
baskın olmadıg˘ı elyaf açılarında, kayma etkilerinin ihmal edilmesi sonuçları çok
fazla etkilememis¸tir. Farklı elyaf açıları için ıraksama ve çırpınma hızları bulunarak,
öne-dog˘ru ok açılı kanat konfigürasyonunda tüm elyaf açılarında kritik hızlar ıraksama
hızları olarak belirlenmis¸tir. Enine-kayma, elastik bag˘las¸ım ve fiber oryantasyonunun
dog˘al frekanslar üzerindeki etkileri daha detaylı deg˘erlendirilmis¸tir. Dog˘rusal modele
benzer s¸ekilde, varyasyonel formülasyon kullanılarak geometrik bakımdan dog˘rusal
olmayan model (von-Karman tipi) için gerekli ifadeler türetilmis¸tir. Dog˘rusal olmayan
frekanslar ayrıklas¸tırılmıs¸ denklemlerin çözülmesi ile belirlenmis¸tir. Özellikle yüksek
modlar için anlamlı olan dönme ataleti de tüm analizlerde dahil edilmis¸ ve dog˘al
frekanslara olan etkisi incelenmis¸tir.
Her iki kiris¸ modeli için de sayısal çalıs¸maların gerçekles¸tirilebilmesi dog˘rusal
olmayan diferansiyel denklemlerin çözümü ile mümkündür. Dog˘rusal olmayan
diferansiyel denklemler uygulamalı matematik alanında halen çok çalıs¸ılan bir
konudur. Bu sebeple, bir yöntem aras¸tırması da yapılmıs¸, birçok teknik uygulanarak,
tecrübe edilmis¸tir. Bu teknikler, harmonik balans metodu, Hamilton yaklas¸ım metodu,
maks-min yaklas¸ımı metodu, frekans-genlik yaklas¸ım metodu, varyasyonel yaklas¸ım
metodu, enerji-balans metodu, homotopi pertürbasyon metodu ile homotopi analizi
metodur. Literatürde yer alan örnek denklemler bu metotlar yardımı ile çözülerek,
elde edilen sonuçlar birbirleriyle kars¸ılas¸tırlmıs¸tır. Yine bu metotlar arasında
Hamilton yaklas¸ımı, varyasyonel yaklas¸ım metodu, enerji-balans metodu ile homotopi
analizi metodu yüksek mertebe çözümlere olanak sag˘layarak hassas sonuçlar elde
edebilmektedir, fakat literatürde de yaygın olarak kullanılan homotpi analizi metodu
hem zayıf hem de güçlü dog˘rusal olmayan problemlerin çözümünde dig˘er metotlar
ile kıyaslandıg˘ında daha iyi sonuç veren bir metot olarak kars¸ımıza çıkmaktadır.
Homotopi analizi yöntemi, Lyapunov yapay küçük parametre metodu, delta-açılım
metodu, homotpi pertürbasyon metodu ve Adomian dag˘ılma yönteminin birles¸mis¸
halidir. Bu sebeplerle, dog˘rusal olmayan aeroelastisite problemini modelleyen van-der
Pol titres¸im denkleminin çözümü için kullanılıcak en güçlü yöntemin homotopy
analizi metodu oldug˘una karar verilmis¸tir. Bu yöntem ve harmonik balans yöntemi
kullanılarak, uçak kanatlarının limit çevrim titres¸imleri incelenmis¸tir. Sayısal
sonuçlarla kıyaslanmıs¸ ve uyumları gösterilmis¸tir.
Sonuç olarak, limit çevrim titres¸imlerine ok açısının incelenerek yorumlanması bu
çalıs¸manın literatüre sag˘ladıg˘ı ana katkılardandır. Sonlu-kanat yaklas¸ımı kullanılarak,
tas¸ıma eg˘risi eg˘imi ifadesinde yapılan düzeltmeler ile literatürde yer alan deneysel
sonuçlarla uyum içinde sayısal sonuçlar elde edilmis¸tir. Dog˘rusal olmayan frekanslar
artan uçus¸ hızlarına göre hesaplanmıs¸tır. Yüksek ok açılı kanat konfigürasyonları için
yapılan analizler için dog˘rusal olmayan frekanslarda sıçrama gözlenmis¸tir. Bu sıçrama
analitik metotlar ile yapılan çözümlerde yakalanmamıs¸tır.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thin-walled structures made of anisotropic composite materials are widely used in
design of advanced aeronautical or space vehicles, robot arms, helicopter/turbine
rotor blades and high-altitude-long-endurance (HALE) aircraft and uninhabited aerial
vehicles (UAVs) owing to their high structural efficiency and several other advantages
[1]. Essentially the directionality property of composite materials provides wide range
of elastic couplings within the thin-walled structure. Such coupling effects should
be addressed carefully in particular for avoiding the occurrences of highly damaging
aeroelastic instabilities i.e fIutter and divergence [2]. However many practical
problems including the postbuckling behavior, the formulation of load carrying
capacity in aeronautical and aerospace structures as well as the ones in mechanical and
civil engineering fields mostly require geometrically nonlinear formulation [3]. From
this perspective this thesis primarily focuses on the nonlinear dynamic and aeroelastic
analyses of an aircraft wing. Two different beam models, namely Euler-Bernoulli and
thin-walled composite beams are used as the aircraft wing model. For both models,
geometrical nonlinear formulation is established for predicting the behavior of beams
undergoing large deformations accurately.
In this thesis, the wing is first modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam with two
degrees-of-freedom, i.e. plunge (vertical bending) displacement and pitch (torsion)
angle, which contains cubic (hardening type) nonlinearities. Limit cycle oscillations
(LCO) are analyzed to obtain nonlinear frequencies [4, 5]. Second, the wing is
modeled as a sweptback thin-walled composite beam with biconvex cross-section.
This beam model particularly incorporates a number of non-classical effects such
as material anisotropy, transverse shear deformation and warping restraint. For the
dynamical analysis part, the linear studies are already performed and validated with
several numerical and experimental works [6–8]. Similar to the linear model, the
displacement-based nonlinear equations are derived by the variational formulation,
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considering the geometric nonlinearity in the von Karman sense. The nonlinear
stiffness quantities are obtained and compared with the linear ones.
1.1 Literature Review
From a historical point of view, the theory of thin-walled beams goes back to late
1930s. After the World War 2nd advanced efforts were made to this theory by
publications of many books related to it [9–11]. Several studies concerning linear
static and dynamic behavior of thin-walled composite beams of closed cross-section
are contained references [12–14]. Since two decades great efforts have been dedicated
for development of the thin-walled composite beam theory and of their incorporation
in diverse structures ranging from aeronautical/aerospace vehicles, automobiles,
helicopter and turbo-machinery rotor blades, mechanical, civil to naval constructions
[9]. Particularly the role of two non-classical effects namely elastic bending-shear
coupling and restrained torsional warping in the behavior of thin-walled composite
beams is investigated in work of Rehfield et al. [15]. Additionally Dancilia et al. [16]
aimed at isolating the influence of coupling on the free vibration of closed section
beams under extension-twist or bending-twist coupling using the theory developed by
Armanios and Badir [14].
Despite numerous works investigating the linear theory of thin walled composite
beams, the number of published works on the nonlinear theory is extremely scarce.
These are presented in references that established geometrical non-linear theory on
beams of arbitrary open and closed cross-sections for various non-classical effects
[9, 17]. Additionally Vo and Lee introduced another geometrically nonlinear model
based on the first order shear deformable beam theory for thin-walled composite beams
with arbitrary lay-ups under various types of loadings [3]. In particular, this model
accounts for all of the structural couplings originating from material anisotropy and
geometric nonlinearity. The common ground for these studies is that they cover a
geometrical nonlinear thin-walled beam model for the static case only.
Aeroelasticity is a multi-disciplinary field, focusing on the interaction of inertia
structural and aerodynamic forces. In classical theories of aeroelasticity, the
aerodynamic and structural forces are assumed to be linear. The classical approach in
aeroelasticity has successfully estimated the aircraft response to gusts, turbulence and
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external excitation for several decades. However, the classical methods fail to capture
phenomena resulting from structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities. Aerodynamic
nonlinearities are often encountered at transonic speeds or high angles of attack
where flow separation occurs. Structural nonlinearities are classified as being either
distributed or concentrated. In general, distributed structural nonlinearities are
governed by elastodynamic deformations that affect the whole structure. Alternatively,
concentrated nonlinearities act locally and commonly arise from worn hinges of the
control surfaces, loose control linkages or are related to material behavior. For a
comprehensive review on this subject, the work of Lee et al. [18] should be addressed
diligently.
The above mentioned systems exhibit nonlinear dynamic response characteristics such
as LCO. LCO can only occur in nonlinear systems; consequently, it is not possible
to predict LCO using purely linear analysis. Cubic nonlinearity as a concentrated
structural nonlinearity for a two-degrees of freedoms (2-DOF) airfoil was first studied
by Woolsten et al. [19] and Shen [20]. For an airfoil containing a hardening cubic
nonlinearity, it is shown that, as the flow velocity increases beyond the linear flutter
speed, the motion oscillates with limited amplitude [21]. Most recently, Lee et al. [22]
used harmonic balance (HB) method to predict LCO frequency and amplitude of
motion and Liu et al. [23] studied a two-dimensional airfoil including a cubic spring
stiffness placed in an incompressible flow. They employed a new formulation of
the harmonic balance method for the aeroelastic airfoil to determine the amplitude
and frequency of the limit cycle oscillations. In another study, Marzocca et al. [24]
delineated the aeroelastic response and flutter of a swept wing containing a cubic
nonlinearity in an incompressible flow and concentrated on the flutter instability
boundaries.
In most of the literature the aircraft wing is modeled as a beam with solid cross-section
yet there are only few studies dedicated to the aeroelastic analysis of thin-walled
composite beams. Librescu pioneered understanding of the aeroelastic behavior of
thin-walled composite beams. In his work [25], the influence of directionality property
of advanced composite materials and non-classical effects on the aeroelastic instability
of composite aircraft wings are presented. Similarly the aircraft wing here is modeled
as an anisotropic composite thin-walled beam featuring circumferentially asymmetric
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stiffness lay-up, generating elastic coupling among plunging, pitching and transverse
shear motions. In another work of him [26], the dynamic aeroelastic response and the
related robust control of aircraft swept wings, exposed to gust and explosive type loads,
are examined. Albeit none of the dynamic analysis of thin-walled composite beams
have analyzed the structural nonlinearity. From this perspective this thesis investigates
the structural nonlinearity through inspection of the LCO and the nonlinear dynamic
behavior of thin-walled composite beams with a cubic nonlinearity.
1.2 Purpose of Thesis
The nonlinear dynamic and the aeroelastic behavior of an aircraft wing are investigated
using two different beam models, namely Euler-Bernoulli and thin-walled composite
beams. For the both models, geometrical nonlinear formulation is established for
accurate prediction of the beam behavior undergoing large deformations.
As the first wing model, an Euler-Bernoulli beam with two degrees-of-freedom, i.e.
plunge (vertical bending) displacement and pitch (torsion) angle that contains cubic
(hardening type) nonlinearities is applied. The governing aeroelastic equations of
two degrees-of-freedom swept wing are derived by applying the strip theory for
aerodynamics and discretized using the mode shapes of a cantilever beam. Limit cycle
oscillations (LCO) are analyzed to obtain nonlinear frequencies. Furthermore, linear
flutter analyses are conducted for several values of sweep angles to determine flutter
boundaries and the effect of the sweep angle on LCO characteristics is delineated. The
results collected from this part will indicate the modes of LCO frequencies, and the
speeds and the sweep angles where bifurcation occurs.
Secondly, the wing is modeled as a sweptback thin-walled composite beam with
biconvex cross-section. This beam model incorporates a number of non-classical
effects such as material anisotropy, transverse shear deformation and warping restraint.
Moreover, the directionality property of thin-walled composite beams produces a
wide range of elastic couplings. In this respect, symmetric lay-up configuration
i.e. Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) is adapted to this model to
generate coupled motion of i) extension-chordwise bending-transverse shear and ii)
flapwise bending-torsion-transverse shear. The divergence and flutter speeds are
evaluated for several ply angles. The effects of transverse shear, elastic couplings
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and fiber-orientation on the natural frequencies, divergence and flutter instabilities
are further discussed. Similar to the linear model, the displacement-based nonlinear
equations are derived by the variational formulation, considering the geometric
nonlinearity in the von Karman sense. The nonlinear stiffness quantities will be
obtained and compared with the linear ones.
The numerical simulations of beam models that require handling of nonlinear partial
differential equations are one of the hot topics in the field of applied mathematics. As
the third and the final section, various techniques for solving the equations of nonlinear
dynamical systems are screened [27–32]. The accuracies of these methods will be
tested with respect to the numerical results and a comprehensive summary will be
reported considering the success of these methods for determining the behavior of
aircraft wings under large deformations.
1.3 Overview
This section gives an overview of the thesis. As mentioned, the aircraft wing
is modeled by two different structural models, namely Euler-Bernoulli beam and
thin-walled composite beam. Therefore, the reader should follow each chapter in two
subsections dealing with these structural models separately.
The second chapter explains the kinematics of the structural models that are used
in this study. It gives the detailed expressions of the displacement field, the strain
field and energy expressions. In the first subsection of this chapter the equations of
motion for the Euler-Bernoulli beam model is derived using variational principles. In
the second subsection the kinematics of the thin-walled composite beam model are
described and the equations of motion of the pertinent model are obtained. However,
thin-walled composite beam model requires a more detailed investigation, therefore
another chapter, Chapter 3 will explain the details of the derivations of equations of
motion for this beam model. Chapter 3 also explains the solution methodology that
is applied to obtain the natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the thin-walled
beam. The dynamic validation is demonstrated in several figures and tables. Two
different elastic couplings generated by the use of symmetric lay-up, also referred as
Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) configuration, are used and compared
with the published results. The effects of various non-classical effects such as material
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anisotropy, warping restraint and transverse shear on the natural frequencies are
investigated.
The fourth chapter focuses on the aerodynamic modeling and formulation of the
aircraft wing. The main concern in this chapter is to express the unsteady aerodynamic
lift and moment acting on the cross-section of the wing. Two unsteady aerodynamic
theories are employed here, which are Theodorsen’s unsteady aerodynamic and finite
state aerodynamic usingWagner’s function based on expressing the aerodynamic loads
in frequency and time domains, respectively. Based on strip theory 2-D aerodynamics
is extended to a 3-D one by including the finite-span effects, i.e. the expression of lift
curve slope is corrected using aspect ratio and sweep angle.
Next, the fifth chapter combines the structural models explained in Chapter 2 with the
aerodynamic model given in Chapter 4 to present the aeroelastic model of the aircraft
wing. The final form of governing aeroelastic equations for Euler-Bernoulli beam
and thin-walled composite beam are derived and shown in this chapter. A nonlinear
aeroelastic analysis is conducted for Euler-Bernoulli beam containing hardening type
cubic nonlinearity in pitch degree-of-freedom. Limit cycle oscillations (LCO) are
investigated and nonlinear frequencies are obtained. The effect of sweep angle on
LCO characteristics and bifurcation is presented for the first time in this study. In
order to solve the nonlinear differential equations, Homotopy Analysis Method is
chosen and applied. The second part of this chapter focuses on the aeroelastic
analysis of thin-walled composite beams, in which the linear static and dynamic
aeroelastic analyses of this beam model are performed and validated. Due to the
nonconservative nature of the eigenvalue problem and complexities arising from
the boundary conditions, the governing aeroelastic equations of those are cast into
state-space form by employing spatial semi-discretization. Extended Galerkin Method
is used for spatial discretization which would be explained in Chapter 3. Static
and dynamic aeroelastic analyses are run to determine the divergence and the flutter
instabilities, respectively. Several effects such as transverse shear and ply-angle
orientation on the critical speeds are elaborated. Moreover, the finite-span effects,
i.e. aspect ratio and sweep angle are investigated to reveal the effects on flutter and
divergence speeds. Several results are presented in this section, some of which are
novel to the literature.
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The sixth chapter gives the formulation of geometrically nonlinear thin-walled
composite beams. By this formulation, the nonlinear stiffness quantities are
determined and compared with the linear ones. The formulation included in
this chapter and the comparison of nonlinear stiffness quantities with the linear
counterparts completes this study. A brief summary along with the outcomes of the
thesis are expressed in the last chapter and future work that may arise from this study
are discussed.
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2. STRUCTURAL MODELLING AND FORMULATION
This chapter, which is mainly divided into two subsections, focuses on the formulation
of the beam models used to model the aircraft wing. These beam models, namely
Euler-Bernoulli and thin-walled composite beams are described in the following
sections. The first subsection gives the formulation of the Euler-Bernoulli beam, in
which the procedures are less complicated than the ones required in the formulation
of the thin-walled composite beam. The thin-walled composite beams considered here
account for a number of non-classical effects, such as material anisotropy, warping
restraint and transverse shear deformation. As a result, the second division of this
chapter which gives the theory of the thin-walled composite beams involves more
details to be identified.
2.1 Classical Beam Theory
The common usage of the beam in the literature alluded by the classical beam is
actually the Euler-Bernoulli beam, that predicts the accurate behaviour for the beams
of high aspect ratio. However, the results become inaccurate for relatively thicker and
shorter beams which was overcome by accounting for the shear deformation and the
rotary inertia effects (Timoshenko Beam Theory). The wing considered in this study
is at the limitations of the Euler-Bernoulli beam, so it is modeled by using the classical
beam theory. The detailed formulation for this beam is discarded in this study, since
many studies in literature related with this particular topic have been available for
centuries. As a result, the structural model used is an Euler-Bernoulli beam, which is
fixed at the root and free at the tip sections. The planform view of the aircraft wing
swept at an angle of L is demonstrated in Figure 2.1(a), while the airfoil section of the
wing which is normal to the elastic axis is also depicted in Figure 2.1(b). As shown, the
beam has two degrees of freedom, namely bending displacement (plunge deflection)
and torsion angle (pitch angle) represented by h(z; t) and a(z; t), respectively. The
distances of mid-chord to elastic axis and elastic axis to center of mass denoted by
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non-dimensional quantities a and xa , besides the semi-chord of the airfoil is defined
by b = c=2 and the freestream velocity by U¥. Note that the beam is assumed to be
also fixed at the effective root. The swept geometry of the beam makes no difference in
the structural formulation and the motion is described along the elastic axis. However,
the aerodynamic loading that will be explained in the following chapter will differ in
swept wings as the perpendicular velocity becomes a function of L.
(a) Wing
(b) Cross section
Figure 2.1: The geometry of (a) wing, (b) cross-section
2.1.1 Energy expressions
The potential, kinetic and damping energy of the beam are expressed in the following.
W =
1
2
LZ
0
h
EI
 
h00
2
+GJ
 
a 0
2i dz (2.1)
K =
1
2
LZ
0
h
m
 
h˙+bxa a˙
2
+ ICGa˙2
i
dz (2.2)
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D=
1
2
LZ
0
h
Ch
 
h˙
2
+Ca (a¨)2
i
dz (2.3)
where EI andGJ are the bending and torsional stiffness of the uniform cantilever beam
while Ch and Ca are the corresponding damping coefficients. m and ICG represent
mass per unit length and wing mass moment of inertia per unit length (about center of
gravity). The decoupled eigenmodes in pitch and plunge motion are expressed for the
cantilever wing in the following form:
fh1(h) =

sinhb1+sinb1
coshb1+cosb1

[cos(b1h)  cosh(b1h)]
+sinh(b1h)  sin(b1h)
(2.4)
fa1(h) = sin(g1h) (2.5)
where dimensionless spanwise coordinate is h = y=L and b1 = 0:5969p , g1 = 0:5.
Assuming separation of variables, the plunge deflection and the pitch angle are
expressed in terms of time-dependent parts and assumed mode shapes given in Eqs.
2.4 and 2.5.
h(h ; t) = fh(h)h¯(t) (2.6)
f(h ; t) = fa(h)a¯(t) (2.7)
2.1.2 The governing gystem of equations
The governing aeroelastic equations of wing oscillating in pitch and plunge are derived
using Euler-Lagrange relations which are expressed as
d
dt

¶K
¶ h˙

  ¶K
¶h
+
¶W
¶h
+
¶D
¶h
= Qh (2.8)
d
dt

¶K
¶ a˙

  ¶K
¶a
+
¶W
¶a
+
¶D
¶a
= Qa (2.9)
The potential, kinetic and damping energy expressions are rewritten by substituting
Eqs. 2.1-2.3 into 2.8-2.9. Consequently, using Euler-Lagrange relations, the equations
of motion
c3x¨ + c5xa a¨+ c3zx

w¯
U¯L

x˙ + c3

w¯
U¯L
2
x =
b
mLU¯2L
Qh (2.10)
c5
xa
r2a
x¨ + c4a¨+ c4za

1
U¯L

a˙+ c4

1
U¯L
2
a =
b2
IamLU¯2L
Qa (2.11)
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All of the non-dimensional quantities that are used to obtain the Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 are
given in the following. Here, w¯h and w¯a are the fundamental frequency of plunging
and pitching modes, zx and za are the viscous damping ratios in plunge and pitch,
while, UL, m and ra are the non-dimensional freestream speed, mass ratio and radius
of gyration about the elastic axis, respectively. Additionally, the constants c1;c2;    ;c5
are described in Appendix A.
x =
h
b
m = mprb2 ra =
r
Ia
mb2
U¯L =
UL
mwa
w¯ = whwa wh =
r
c1EI
c3mL4
wh =
r
c2GJ
c4IaL2
zx =ChL2
q
c3
c1mEI
za =CaL
r
c2
c4IaGJ
where the reduced time t = ULtb and non-dimensional coordinate h =
z
L
2.2 Theory of Thin-Walled Composite Beams
2.2.1 General considerations and basic assumptions
To develop the theory of thin-walled beams, a number of kinematic statements are
adapted:
1. The shape of the cross-section does not deform in its own-plane.
2. The rate of twist f 0, varies along x coordinate (spanwise). This assumption yields
a non-uniform torsional model which is also referred as the restrained-torsion model
[11].
3. The material properties vary in both circumferential and normal direction
(anisotropy)
4. A static statement also implies that the circumferential stress resultant Nss, referred
as hoop stress is negligibly small.
2.2.2 Displacement field
In this section, the displacement field of a composite thin-walled beam that undergoes
extension, flapwise bending, chordwise bending and torsion deflections is derived. The
beam model before and after deformation is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Beam geometry before and after deformation. Point S (before
deformation) on the mid-contour moves to S0 (after deformation) by
translations of u, v and w along x , y  and z axes, respectively. f is
the rotation of the cross-section.
Here a cantilever beam of length L which is fixed at z = 0 is considered. The
characteristic cross-sectional dimension of the beam and the maximum wall thickness
are represented by d and h, respectively. The kinematic variables associated with
the Cartesian coordinate system of the beam are denoted by the displacements and
cross-sectional rotation which are u, v, w and f . Deformation of the middle contour of
the cross-section is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
2.2.2.1 In-plane displacements
Here, the Cartesian coordinate system is represented by (x;y;z) while the coordinates
of the curvilinear system is denoted by (n;s;zs). The in-plane translations of point
S(x;y) located at mid-contour, are described by u and v.
u(x;y;z;t) = u0(z; t)  yf(z; t) (2.12)
v(x;y;z;t) = v0(z; t)+ xf(z; t) (2.13)
Here, t is time, u0 and v0 are the displacements of pole point P, which is located at the
origin (xP = yP = 0) and f(z; t) is the rotation of the cross-section. The tangential and
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Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional geometry and kinematic variables
normal displacement components associated with the curvilinear coordinate system
are ut and un, respectively. The detailed derivation of both in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements are given in Appendix B. Here only the final expressions are introduced.
2.2.2.2 Out-of-plane displacement and primary warping function
The utilization of the thin-walled beam-like structures in the design of aeronautical
structures is extensive, since they can operate in complex loadings where axial,
bending, shearing, and torsional loads are present. The distinction of the cross-section,
which is an open or a closed section, becomes very significant when it comes to
shearing and torsional loads. Closed cross-sections differ from open cross-sections
in the description of torsional shear strain.
The torsional shear strain gsz on the middle surface of the beam wall is zero for open
cross-section beams, while it corresponds a constant shear flow (with respect to s) for a
closed contour. Under pure torsion, the direct shear strain for a single-cell cross section
beam can be written as [9–11,33]
gsz = dxds gxz+
dy
ds
gyz+2nf 0 (2.14)
According to Vlasov’s assumption, the shear strain is described as follows for closed
cross-section beams
gsz =
¶ut
¶ z
+
¶w
¶ s
(2.15)
Combining the Eqs. 2.14, 2.15 and using 2.12-2.13, one obtains
¶w
¶ s
= qx(z; t)
dy
ds
+qy(z; t)
dx
ds
  rn(s)f 0(z; t) (2.16)
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Here, qx and qy which are the rotations of the cross-section about x  and y  axes,
respectively are defined as
qx(z; t) = gyz  v00 (2.17)
qy(z; t) = gxz u00 (2.18)
Therefore, carrying the integration along the mid-contour, the axial displacement for
the points on the mid-surface (n= 0) reads as
w(s;z; t) = w0(z; t)+ y(s)qx(z; t)+ x(s)qy(z; t) Fw(s)f 0(z; t) (2.19)
where Fw =
H
C
rn(s)ds. The expression of the axial displacement given by Eq. 2.19 is
valid both for open and closed cross-section beams. Here, the function Fw which is also
known as primary warping, depends on the positions of pole point P and contour origin
O. To model the thick-walled beams, the axial displacement should be reconsidered
by the contributions from the points off the mid-surface (see Figure B.2). For further
information one should see the Ref. [9]. Briefly, the axial displacement accounting
both for primary and secondary warping is given below,
w(s;z; t) = w0(z; t)+
h
y(s) ndyds
i
qx(z; t)+

x(s)+ndxds

qy(z; t)
  [Fw(s) nrt(s)]f 0(z; t)
(2.20)
The updated expression of the primary warping function accompanied by the quantities
off the mid-surface is updated as
Fw =
I
C
[rn(s) y(s)]ds (2.21)
Note that the secondary warping function is equivalent to nrt(s) and the expressions of
rn and rt are given in Appendix B.
2.2.3 Strain field
Using 3-D elasticity the strain-displacement field is expressed for small displacements
exx =
¶u
¶x
; eyy =
¶v
¶y
; ezz =
¶u
¶ z
(2.22)
gxy =
1
2

¶u
¶y
+
¶v
¶x

; gyz =
1
2

¶v
¶ z
+
¶w
¶y

; gxz =
1
2

¶u
¶ z
+
¶w
¶x

(2.23)
The second assumption implies that the cross-sections do not deform in its own plane
(cross-section non-deformability). As a result of this, the strain components exx, eyy
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and gxy becomes zero. Furthermore, the non-zero strain components ezz, gxz and gyz are
re-expressed using Eqs. 2.12, 2.13 and 2.20
ezz(s;z;n; t) = e
(0)
zz (s;z;n; t)+ne
(1)
zz (s;z; t) (2.24)
where
e(0)zz (s;z;n; t) = w00(z; t)+ y(s)q
0
x(z; t)+ x(s)q 0y(z; t)
 f 00(z; t)
hR s
0
rn(l )dl  
R s
0
H
rn(s)dsH
ds dl
i (2.25)
and
e(1)zz (s;z; t) =
dy
ds
q 0y(z; t) 
dx
ds
q 0x(z; t) f 00(z; t)rt(s) (2.26)
Similarly, the shear strain components off the mid-line contour are described in terms
of displacement quantities
Gsz(s;z;n; t) = g
(0)
sz (s;z;n; t)+ g
(t)
sz (s;z;n; t)+ng
(1)
sz (s;z; t) (2.27)
Gnz(s;z;n; t) = g
(0)
nz (s;z;n; t) (2.28)
where
g(0)sz (s;z;n; t) =
dx
ds

u00(z; t)+qy(z; t)

+
dy
ds

v00(z; t)+qx(z; t)

(2.29)
g(t)sz (s;z; t) = y(s)f 0(z; t) where y(s) =
H
rn(s)dsH
ds
(2.30)
g(1)sz (s;z; t) = 2f 0(z; t) (2.31)
and
g(0)nz (s;z;n; t) =
dy
ds

u00(z; t)+qy(z; t)
  dx
ds

v00(z; t)+qx(z; t)

(2.32)
The superscript (:)(0) indicates the strain components that are zero off the mid-line
contour, while the stains that are different of zero off the mid-line contour are shown
by superscripts (:)(1).
The shearable and the non-shearable beam theories are the counterparts of
Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko models in classical beam theory. To express the
strain components of the non-shearable beams, the transverse shear displacements
are substituted as qx !  v00 and qy !  u00 in the expressions given for shearable
beams. Furthermore, the transverse shear strains gsz and gnz become immaterial for
the non-shearable beams.
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2.2.4 Global constitutive equations
The constitutive equations for an N ply-laminae composite thin-walled beam are
written for the ith lamina 8>>>><>>>>:
sss
szz
szn
ssn
ssz
9>>>>=>>>>;
(i)
= [Q]
(i)
8>>>><>>>>:
ess
ezz
ezn
esn
esz
9>>>>=>>>>;
(i)
(2.33)
Here, [Q] is the reduced stiffness matrix and the detailed derivation is given in
Appendix B.
2.2.4.1 2-D stress resultants and stress Couples
The geometry of an N-ply laminate of a thin walled composite beam is demonstrated
in Figure 2.4. As seen, the total thickness is h and note that from the symmetry of the
stress tensor Nsz = Nzs and Lsz = Lzs. Also, the distances from the middle surface to
upper and lower surfaces of the ith (1 i N; N 2 Z) layer are denoted by n(i) and
n(i 1). respectively. The membrane stress resultants Nss, Nzz, Nsz; the transverse shear
(a) Stress Resultants
(b) Stress Couples
Figure 2.4: (a) Stress resultants, (b) stress couples
resultants Nzn, Nsn and the stress couples, Lzz, Lsz, Lss are shown on a beam element in
Figure 2.4. The shell stress resultants and the stress couples have the units of forces
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per unit length and moments per unit length, obtained by integrating the corresponding
stresses over the thickness of the laminate.
 The stress resultants 8>>>><>>>>:
Nss
Nzz
Nsz
Nzn
Nsn
9>>>>=>>>>; =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
8>>>><>>>>:
sss
szz
ssz
szn
ssn
9>>>>=>>>>;
(i)
dn (2.34)
 The stress couples 
Lzz
Lsz

=
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)

szz
ssz

(i)
ndn (2.35)
2.2.4.2 2-D constitutive equations
Assuming that the thickness and tangential shear stiffness of the laminate is uniform
along the circumferential coordinate, s, constitutive equations for closed cross section
beams are introduced by the following expressions.8<:
Nss
Nzz
Nsz
9=; =
24A11 A12 A16A12 A22 A26
A16 A26 A66
35
8><>:
ess
e(0)zz
g(0)sz + g
(t)
sz
9>=>;+
8<:
B12
B22
B26
9=;e(1)zz +
8<:
B16
B26
B66
9=;g(1)sz (2.36)
Nzn = A44gzn (2.37)
Nsn = A45gzn (2.38)

Lzz
Lsz

=

B12 B22 B26
B16 B26 B66
8><>:
ess
e(0)zz
g(0)sz + g
(t)
sz
9>=>;+

D22
D26

e(1)zz +

D26
D66

g(1)sz (2.39)
The stiffness quantities appearing in the constitutive equations are defined in terms of
reduced elastic coefficients.
A jk =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
Q(i)jk dn (2.40)
B jk =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
Q(i)jk ndn (2.41)
D jk =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
Q(i)jk n
2 dn (2.42)
Fjk =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
Q(i)jk n
3 dn (2.43)
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H jk =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
Q(i)jk n
4 dn (2.44)
Here, j;k = 1;2;6 and coefficients Fjk, H jk will be utilized in the derivation of
geometric nonlinear theory. The transverse shear stiffness quantities are described by
defining the shear correction factor klm.
Alm =
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
k2lmQ
(i)
jk dn (2.45)
Note that Reissner’s transverse shear correction factor, klm = k =
p
5=6 is used. The
stress component sss is negligible when compared to remaining stresses. Instantly the
corresponding stress resultant, which is known as hoop stress resultant, Nss becomes
zero. By this assumption the following expression holds.
ess =  1A11

A12e
(0)
zz +A16g
(0)
sz +A16g
(t)
sz +B16g
(1)
sz +B12e
(1)
zz

(2.46)
Therefore the global constitutive equations for a single-cell thin-walled composite
beam is given by 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Nzz
Nsz
Lzz
Lsz
Nzn
Nsn
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
=
26666664
K11 K12 K13 K14 0
K21 K22 K23 K24 0
K41 K42 K43 K44 0
K51 K52 K53 K54 0
0 0 0 0 A44
0 0 0 0 A45
37777775
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
e(0)zz
g(0)sz
g(1)sz =2
e(1)zz
g(0)nz
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(2.47)
2.2.5 Energy expressions
Before deriving the energy expressions of the beam, initially the application of
Hamilton’s principle will be elaborated. To do so, consider the beam having the
potential energy ofU , the kinetic energy of K and the work done by the external loads
and body forces of We. The displacements denoted by Di = Di(x;y;z; t) satisfy the
boundary conditions Di = D¯i and the variations of the displacements also fulfills the
condition dDi = 0 at two arbitrary times, t0 and t1. It is ensured by the Hamilton’s
principle that, the following variational is stationary for the actual path of motion from
time t0 to t1 and given as
dJ =
t1Z
t0
d (U K We)dt = 0 (2.48)
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Here, d is the variation operator and J is the Hamilton function. The strain energy of
the thin-walled composite beam is expressed as
U =
1
2
Z
V
si jei j dV (2.49)
where dV = dndsdz. The kinetic energy of the beam,
K =
1
2
Z
V
rD˙iD˙i dV (2.50)
To handle the kinetic energy in the variational formulation,
t1R
t0
dKdt =
t1R
t0
rD˙id D˙i dt
= rD˙idDi
t1
t=t0
  R t1t0 rD¨idDi dt
(2.51)
Here, ˙(:) denotes the partial derivative with respect to time t. Hamilton principle
stipulates that dDi(x;y;z; t0) = dDi(x;y;z; t1) = 0 yielding the first term on the right
hand side of Eq. 2.51 is removed thereby updating the expression of dJ
dJ =
t1Z
t0
d (U+ K¯ We)dt = 0 (2.52)
where d K¯ = rD¨idDi.
2.2.5.1 Strain energy
Under the assumption of the cross-section deformability, it is already seen that the
strain components exx, eyy and gxy were zero. Thus, the beam cross-sections remain
rigid in their own planes. With the non-zero strain components, the strain energy
becomes
U =
1
2
LZ
0
I
C
Z
h
[szzezz+sszGsz+snzGnz](i) dndsdz (2.53)
The integration through the wall thickness, h, is carried out and using the Eqs. 6.15
and 6.16 one obtains the strain energy expression in terms of stress resultants and stress
couples
U = 12
LR
0
H
C
R
h

szz
h
e(0)zz +ne
(1)
zz
i
+ssz
h
g(0)sz + g
(t)
sz +ng
(1)
sz
i
+snzg
(0)
nz

(i)
dndsdz
U = 12
LR
0
H
C

Nzze
(0)
zz +Lzze
(1)
zz +Nsz[g
(0)
sz + g
(t)
sz ]
+Lszg
(1)
sz +Nnzg
(0)
nz

dsdz
(2.54)
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Inserting the expressions of strains given by Eqs. 6.5, 2.26 and 6.11-6.14 into the
strain energy and carrying out the integration around the mid-line contour C, we have
for shearable and nonshearable beams
U = 12
LR
0

Tzw00+Mzf
0 Bwf 00
+dS

Mxq 0x+Myq 0y+Qx(u00+qy)+Qy(v
0
0+qx)

+dNS
 Mxv00p Myu00Pdz
(2.55)
Here, the tracers dS and dNS represent the quantities required for the shearable and
the non-shearable beams, respectively. To obtain these quantities for the shearable
beams, the tracers are set to dS = 1 and dNS = 0; for the non-shearable beams to dS = 0
and dNS = 1. Although the most general case of the theory is the shearable beams,
for practical purposes in every step to the equations of motion, the quantities will
also be given for the nonshearable beams which is a special case that discards the
transverse shear effects. One can follow that for the non-shearable beams the strain
components were revised via expressing qx ! v0p and qy ! u0p. In detail, the shear
strain components g(0)sz , g
(0)
nz become immaterial and this will yield in Nsz = 0 and
Nnz = 0 given in Eqs. 6.18 and 6.20. The one dimensional stress resultants and couples
are introduced as
Tz(z; t) =
I
C
Nzz ds (2.56)
Qx(z; t) = dS
I
C

dx
ds
Nsz+
dy
ds
Nzn

ds (2.57)
Qy(z; t) = dS
I
C

dy
ds
Nsz  dxdsNzn

ds (2.58)
Mx(z; t) =
I
C

xNzz+
dy
ds
Lzz

ds (2.59)
My(z; t) =
I
C

yNzz  dxdsLzz

ds (2.60)
Mz(z; t) =
I
C
[y(s)Nzz+2dSLsz] ds (2.61)
Bw(z; t) =
I
C
[Fw(s)Nzz  rt(s)Lzz] ds (2.62)
The one-dimensional stress measures corresponding to axial force, flapwise/chordwise
shear forces, flapwise/chordwise bending moments, twist moment (Saint-Venant
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moment) and warping torque (bimoment) are denoted by Tz, Qx, Qy, Mx, My, Mz and
Bw, respectively. The unit of Tz, Qx, Qy is f orce, while Mx, My, Mz have the units of
f orce:length. The remaining bimoment Bw has the unit of f orce:length2. Taking the
virtual variation of the displacements in the strain energy dW , we have
dU =

Tzdw0+
 
B0w+Mz

df  Bwdf 0
+dS (QxduP+QydvP+Mxdqx+Mydqy)
+dNS
 
M0xdvP+M0yduP+Mxdv0P+Mydu0P
L
z=0
 
LZ
0

T 0z dw0+(B00w+M0z)df +dS

Q0xduP+Q0ydvP
+
 
M0x Qy

dqx+
 
M0y Qx

dqy

+dNS

M00x dvP+M00y duP

dz
To obtain the virtual displacements without any differentiation, integration by parts
were performed for the expression above.
2.2.5.2 Kinetic energy
The kinetic energy of the beam,
K =
1
2
Z
V
r(i)
 
u˙2+ v˙2+ w˙2

dV (2.63)
Inserting the displacements u, v and w into the Eq. (), we have
K = 12
R
V
r(i)

u˙P  (Y   yP)f˙
2
+

v˙P+(X  xP)f˙
2
+

w˙0+X q˙y+Y q˙x Fw(s)f˙ 0+nrt(s)f˙ 0
2dV (2.64)
Recall that X = x+ ndyds and Y = y  ndxds . Expanding the terms in Eq. 2.64, a
very lengthy expression will be obtained. Carrying out the integrations through the
wall thickness and around the mid-line contour, reduced mass terms are introduced
and given in Table 2.1. This procedure contains a lot of laborious work which was
overcome by using parametric programming software, Mathematica. It should be
noted that these mass terms are valid for symmetrically laminated beams and the pole
point P is located at the origin, xP = yP = 0.
The mass terms for symmetrically laminated beams are defined as (m0;m2) =
N
å
i=1
R
n(i)
n(i 1)
r(i)(1;n2)dn.
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Table 2.1: The reduced mass terms, bi.
b1 =
H
m0 ds b2 =
H
m0yds
b3 =
H
m0xds b4 =
H
m0y2 ds
b5 =
H
m0x2 ds b6 =
H
m0xyds
b7 =
H
m0Fw ds b8 =
H
m0yFw ds
b9 =
H
m0xFw ds b10 =
H
m0F2w ds
b11 =
H
m0 dxds ds b12 =
H
m0
dy
ds ds
b13 =
H
m2 dxds
dy
ds ds b14 =
H
m2
 dx
ds
2
ds
b15 =
H
m2

dy
ds
2
ds b16 =
H
m2
 dx
ds

rt ds
b17 =
H
m2

dy
ds

rt ds b18 =
H
m2r2t ds
Keeping in mind of the Eq. 2.51, the variational of the kinetic energy is
t1Z
t0
d K¯ dt = 
t1Z
t0
Z
V
r(i) (u¨du+ v¨dv+ w¨dw) dVdt (2.65)
Therefore the variation of the kinetic energy for the shearable and non-shearable beam
is
t1Z
t0
d K¯dt = 
t1Z
t0
dt
LZ
0

K1du0+K2dv0+K3dw0+(K4 K07)df
+dNS

K05du0+K
0
6dv0

+dS

K6dqx+K5dqy

dz
 
t1Z
t0
dt

K7df +dNS(K5du0+K6dv0)

z=0;L
The functions described by Ki are given in terms of reduced mass terms as follows
K1 = b1u¨0 b2f¨ (2.66)
K2 = b1v¨0+b3f¨ (2.67)
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K3 = b1w¨0 b7f¨ 0+dS(b2q¨x+b3q¨y)
+dNS( b2v¨00 b3u¨00)
(2.68)
K4 = b3v¨0 b2u¨0+(b4+b5+b14+b15)f¨ (2.69)
K5 = b3w¨0  (b9 b17)f¨ 0+dS[(b6 b13)q¨x+(b5+b15)q¨y]
+dNS[ (b6 b13)v¨00  (b5+b15)u¨00]
(2.70)
K6 = b2w¨0  (b8+b16)f¨ 0+dS[(b4+b14)q¨x+(b6 b13)q¨y]
+dNS[ (b4+b14)v¨00  (b6 b13)u¨00]
(2.71)
K7 = b7w¨0+(b10+b18)f¨ 0+dS( (b8+b16)q¨x  (b9 b17)q¨y)
+dNS((b8+b16)v¨00+(b9 b17)u¨00)
(2.72)
K8 = b3u¨0 b2v¨0 (2.73)
2.2.6 Work done by external loads
Consider the beam subjected to the external loading namely surface loads, end tractions
and body forces denoted by qx;qy;qz; tx; ty; tz; Hx;Hy;Hz. All loadings are assumed to
act on the deformed beam, although they are defined over the area or the volume of the
undeformed beam. Thus, the work done on the beam can be expressed as follows
We =
LZ
0
I
C
Z
h
r (Fxu+Fyv+Fzw) dsdndz+
LZ
0
I
C
(qxu+qyv+qzw) dsdz
+nz
I
C
Z
h
(txu+ tyv+ tzw)

z=0;L
dsdn
As seen the end tractions are described at the end sections of the beam, at z = 0 and
z= L. The tracer nz takes the value 1 at the root section, 1 at the tip section, otherwise
it is zero. Taking the variations in the light of the expressions of u, v and w, we have
dWe =
LZ
0

pxdu0+ pydv0+ pzdw0+(mz+b0w)df
+dS(mxdqx+mydqy)+dNS(m0ydu0+m0xdv0)

dz
+nz

Q˜xdu0+ Q˜ydv0+ T˜zdw0+(M˜z+ B˜0w)df
+dS(M˜ydqx+ M˜xdqy)+dNS(M˜0xduP+ M˜0xdvP)

z=0;L
Here, px, py, pz, mx, my, mz and bw are the equivalent line loads due to external and
body forces and couples while Q˜x, Q˜y, T˜z, M˜x, M˜y, M˜z and B˜w are the forces and couples
due to tractions. The detailed expressions of these quantities should be checked from
Ref. [9], since this study does not cover such an external loading explained in this
section.
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2.2.7 Equations of motion and boundary conditions
The equations of motion and boundary conditions are provided via Hamilton’s
principle which was explained in the previous sections. The variations of both strain,
kinetic energy and work done done by external loading were expressed in a unified
form for shearable and non-shearable beams by the help of tracers dS and dNS,
respectively. Setting dS = 1 and dNS = 0 or dS = 0 and dNS = 1 the equations of
motion for the shearable or the unshearable thin walled beams are presented in the
unified form as
du0 :  K1+ px+dSQ0x+dNS( K05+m0y+M00y ) = 0 (2.74)
dv0 :  K2+ py+dSQ0y+dNS( K06+m0x+M00x ) = 0 (2.75)
dw0 :  K3+ pz+T 0z = 0 (2.76)
df :  K4+K07+b0w+mz+B00w+M0z = 0 (2.77)
dqx : dS( K6+mx Qy+M0x) = 0 (2.78)
dqy : dS( K5+my Qx+M0y) = 0 (2.79)
The boundary conditions at the root and the tip section of the beam are derived through
the non-integral terms in the strain energy expression. They are defined at z = 0 and
z= L as
du0 : u0 = u¯0 or  nzQ˜x dSQx+dNS( K5+M0y) = 0 (2.80)
dNSdu00 : u
0
0 = u¯
0
0 or My nzM˜0y = 0 (2.81)
dv0 : v0 = v¯0 or  nzQ˜y dSQy+dNS( K6+M0x) = 0 (2.82)
dNSdv00 : v
0
0 = v¯
0
0 or Mx nzM˜0x = 0 (2.83)
dw0 : w0 = w¯0 or Tz nzT˜z = 0 (2.84)
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df : f = f¯ or K9 nzM˜z+B0w+Mz = 0 (2.85)
df 0 : f 0 = f¯ 0 or  nzB˜w+Bw = 0 (2.86)
dSdqx : qx = q¯x or Mx nzM˜0x = 0 (2.87)
dSdqy : qy = q¯y or My nzM˜0y = 0 (2.88)
Finally, the equations of motion and boundary conditions for symmetrically laminated
thin-walled beams are obtained. As a further step, these equations will be expressed in
terms of displacement quantities in the following Chapter 3.
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3. FREE VIBRATION PROBLEM
Determination of the system frequencies is essential for the aeroelastic analysis. The
natural frequencies of the uncoupled bending and twist motion on the other hand are
easily calculated as wi = bi
q
EI
mL4 and wi = g j
q
GJ
IaL2
. Therefore it can be unnecessary
to explain the details of the free vibration of Euler-Bernoulli beam, since it has already
been mentioned in the earlier sections. However, the procedures in the vibration
analysis of the thin-walled composite beams are much more complicated and exact
solutions to the equations of motion do not exist. In this respect, this chapter is devoted
to the free vibration analysis of thin-walled composite beams and there will also be
many results arise from this section that are vital to discuss the divergence and flutter
of the beam.
In order to establish the governing equations of motion, we have to render the
equations in terms of displacement quantities. Therefore the strain and the kinetic
energy expressions will be derived in matrix forms, accordingly, the stiffness and mass
matrices will be formed. However, in the previous chapter the equations of motion
for the shearable and the unshearable beams were given in a unified form. Here, for
simplicity the equations will be introduced separately for the shearable and unshearable
cases, instead of a unified form. Additionally, introducing the composite structural
configuration, namely Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS), the dynamic
analysis will be carried out for two different coupling models. The details will be
discussed in the forthcoming sections.
3.1 Stiffness Matrix
To obtain the stiffness quantities the one-dimensional force and couple measures are
expressed in terms displacement quantities, which is a simple relation as
F= AD (3.1)
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Here, F and D denote the vector of generalized one-dimensional stress and
displacement measures, respectively. Moreover, A is the cross-sectional stiffness
matrix. The definitions of F ,D and A are different in shearable and unshearable beams,
for the shearable beam, they are defined as8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Tz
My
Mx
Qx
Qy
Bw
Mz
9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
=
2666666664
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17
a22 a23 a24 a25 a26 a27
a33 a34 a35 a36 a37
a44 a45 a46 a47
a55 a56 a57
a66 a67
a77
3777777775
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
w00
q 0y
q 0x
u00+q
0
y
v00+q
0
x
 f 00
f 0
9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
(3.2)
Note that the cross-sectional stiffness matrix is a symmetric matrix, ai j = a ji. This
relation for the unshearable counterpart is described by neglecting the shear forces as8>>>><>>>>:
Tz
My
Mx
Bw
Mz
9>>>>=>>>>;=
266664
a11 a12 a13 a16 a17
a22 a23 a26 a27
a33 a36 a37
a66 a67
a77
377775
8>>>><>>>>:
w00
 u000
 v000
 f 00
f 0
9>>>>=>>>>; (3.3)
The determination of the stiffness quantities involves many procedures and all the steps
towards to the stiffness quantities are gathered in the flow chart similar to the Ref. [9]
and shown in Figure 3.1. Starting with the input data consists of basic engineering
constants for an orthotropic material the shell stiffness quantities Ai j, Bi j and Di j are
obtained. Using these shell stiffness reduced stiffness quantities Ki j and following
the cross-sectional stiffness quantities ai j are derived. The detailed expressions for
these quantities can be found in Appendix C. Note that the high order shell stiffness
quantities Fi j and Hi j are not involved in the linear theory, that they are required for
formulation of the geometrically nonlinear thin-walled beams. Using the generalized
displacement vector and the stiffness matrix, the strain energy both for shearable and
unshearable beams can be expressed per unit span as
U =
1
2
LZ
0
DTADdz (3.4)
where the elements of the stiffness matrix are listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The determination of stiffness quantities ai j.
Table 3.1: Stiffness quantities, ai j = a ji. The acronyms E, CB, FB, CTS, FTS,
W and T stand for Extensional, Chordwise Bending, Flapwise Bending,
Chordwise Transverse Shear, Flapwise Transverse Shear, Warping and
Twist, respectively.
Description Coupling involved
a11 =
H
K11 ds E
a12 =
H h
K11x+K14
dy
ds
i
ds E-CB
a13 =
H 
K11y K14 dxds

ds E-FB
a14 =
H
K12 dxds ds E-CTS
a15 =
H
K12
dy
ds ds E-FTS
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a16 =
H
[K11Fw K14rt ] ds E-W
a17 =
H
K13 ds E-T
a22 =
H 
K11x2+2K14x
dy
ds +K44

dy
ds
2
ds CB
a23 =
H h
K11xy K14xdxds +K14ydyds  K44 dxds dyds
i
ds CB-FB
a24 =
H h
K12xdxds +K24
dx
ds
dy
ds
i
ds CB-CTS
a25 =
H 
K12x
dy
ds +K24

dy
ds
2
ds CB-FTS
a26 =
H h
K11Fwx K14rtx+K14Fw dyds  K44rt dyds
i
ds CB-W
a27 =
H h
K13x+K43
dy
ds
i
ds CB-T
a33 =
H 
K11y2 2K14ydxds +K44 dxds

ds FB
a34 =
H h
K12ydxds  K24
 dx
ds
2
ds
i
FB-CTS
a35 =
H h
K12y
dy
ds  K24 dxds dyds
i
ds FB-FTS
a36 =
H 
K11Fwy K14rty K14Fw dxds +K44rt dxds

ds FB-W
a37 =
H 
K13y K43dxds

ds FB-T
a44 =
H 
K22
 dx
ds
2
+ K¯s

dy
ds
2
ds CTS
a45 =
H h
K22 dxds
dy
ds   K¯s dxds dyds
i
ds CTS-FTS
a46 =
H 
K12Fw dxds  K24rt dxds

ds CTS-W
a47 =
H 
K23 dxds ds

CTS-T
a55 =
H 
K¯s
 dx
ds
2
+K22

dy
ds
2
ds FTS
a56 =
H h
K12Fw
dy
ds  K24rt dyds
i
ds FTS-W
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a57 =
H h
K23
dy
ds
i
ds FTS-T
a66 =
H 
K11F2w  2K14Fwrt +K44r2t

ds W
a67 =
H
[K13Fw K43rt ] ds W-T
a77 =
H
[2K53+K23y] ds T
3.2 Mass Matrix
Similar to the strain energy of the beam, the kinetic energy per unit span is described
in terms of generalized displacement velocities D˙ and mass matrix, M given as in the
following
K =
1
2
D˙TMD˙ (3.5)
Here, for shearable beams D˙T =

u˙0 v˙0 w˙0 q˙x q˙y f˙ f˙ 0
	
and for unshearable beams
D˙T =

u˙0 v˙0 w˙0 v˙00 u˙
0
0 f˙ f˙
0 	. The mass matrix is also a symmetric matrix and the same
for both versions of the beam.
M=
2666666664
m11 0 0 0 0 m16 0
m22 0 0 0 m26 0
m33 m34 m35 0 m37
m44 m45 0 m47
m55 0 m57
m66 0
m77
3777777775
(3.6)
The off-diagonal terms of mass matrix represent various couplings between the
vibration modes. For a symmetrically laminated composite thin-walled beam, the mass
terms are given in terms of the quantities given in Table 2.1.
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m11 = b1; m16 = b2;
m22 = b1; m26 = b3;
m33 = b1; m34 = b2; m35 = b3; m37 = b7;
m44 = b4+b14; m45 = b6 b13; m47 = b8 b16;
m55 = b5+b15; m57 = b9+b17;
m66 = b4+b5+b14+b15;
m77 = b10+b18:
The mass matrix described here will have no direct contribution to the formulation of
the governing system of equations. It is given to complete formulation of the structural
model.
3.2.1 The governing system of equations
One-dimensional stress measures in the unified form of equations of motion (Eqs.
2.56-6.26) are replaced with the ones given by Eqs. 6.27-6.33. Setting dS = 1 and
dNS = 0, the equations of motion for shearable beams in the displacement formulation
are obtained as follows
du0 : a14w000 +a24q
00
y +a34q 00x +a44
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a45
 
v000 +q
0
x

 a46f 000+a47f 00 = b1u¨0 b2f¨ (3.7)
dv0 : a15w000 +a25q
00
y +a35q 00x +a45
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a55
 
v000 +q
0
x

 a56f 000+a57f 00 = b1v¨0+b3f¨ (3.8)
dw0 : a11w000 +a12q
00
y +a13q 00x +a14
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a15
 
v000 +q
0
x

 a16f 000+a17f 00 = b1w¨0 b7f¨ 0+b2q¨x+b3q¨y (3.9)
df : a16w0000 +a26q
000
y +a36q 000x +a46
 
u0000 +q
00
y

+a56
 
v0000 +q
00
x

 a66f 0000+a67f 000+a17w000 +a27q 00y +a37q 00x +a47
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a57
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a67f 000+a77f 00 = b2u¨0+b3v¨0
+(b4+b5+b14+b15)f¨ +b7w¨00  (b10+b18)f¨ 00
+(b8+b16)q¨ 0x+(b9 b17)q¨ 0y
(3.10)
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dqx : a13w000 +a23q
00
y +a33q 00x +a34
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a35
 
v000 +q
0
x

 a36f 000+a37f 00 a15w00 a25q 0y a35q 0x a45
 
u00+qy

 a55
 
v00+qx

+a56f 00 a57f 0 = b2w¨0  (b8+b16)f¨ 0
+(b4+b14)q¨ 0x+(b6 b13)q¨ 0y
(3.11)
dqy : a12w000 +a22q
00
y +a23q 00x +a24
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a25
 
v000 +q
0
x

 a26f 000+a27f 00 a14w00 a24q 0y a34q 0x a44
 
u00+qy

 a45
 
v00+qx

+a46f 00 a47f 0 = b3w¨0  (b9+b17)f¨ 0
+(b6 b13)q¨ 0x+(b5+b15)q¨ 0y
(3.12)
The associated boundary conditions are also determined by using the same substitution
of one-dimensional stress measures into the Eqs. 6.34-6.39. The geometrical and
dynamical ones are defined at the root and tip section of the beam
du0 : u0 = u¯0 or a14w00+a24q
0
y+a34q 0x+a44
 
u00+qy

+a45
 
v00+qx
 a46f 00+a47f 0 = 0 (3.13)
dv0 : v0 = v¯0 or a15w00+a25q
0
y+a35q 0x+a45
 
u00+qy

+a55
 
v00+qx
 a56f 00+a57f 0 = 0 (3.14)
dw0 : w0 = w¯0 or a11w00+a12q
0
y+a13q 0x+a14
 
u00+qy

+a15
 
v00+qx
 a16f 00+a17f 0 = 0 (3.15)
df : f = f¯ or a16w000 +a26q
00
y +a36q 00x +a46
 
u000 +q
0
y

+a56
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a66f 000+a67f 00+a17w00
+a27q 0y+a37q 0x+a47
 
u00+qy

+a57
 
v00+qx
 a67f 00+a77f 0 =+b7w¨0
 (b10+b18)f¨ 0+(b8+b16)q¨x+(b9 b17)q¨y
(3.16)
df 0 : f 0 = f¯ 0 or a16w00+a26q
0
y+a36q 0x+a46
 
u00+qy

+a56
 
v00+qx
 a66f 00+a67f 0 = 0 (3.17)
dqx : qx = q¯x or a13w00+a23q
0
y+a33q 0x+a34
 
u00+qy

+a35
 
v00+qx
 a36f 00+a37f 0 = 0 (3.18)
dqy : qx = q¯x or a12w00+a22q
0
y+a23q 0x+a24
 
u00+qy

+a25
 
v00+qx
 a26f 00+a27f 0 = 0 (3.19)
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Discarding transverse shear effects, the governing system is re-produced for
unshearable beams, which was simply achieved by letting qx ! v0p and qy ! u0p
in the Eqs. 3.7-3.12 and 3.13-3.19. Evidently, contribution of the chordwise/flapwise
transverse shear stiffness becomes immaterial and thus corresponding rows/colomns
(4th and 5th) in the stiffness matrix are removed. In this respect, the unshearable
counterpart of the governing system can be obtained as follows
du0 :  a12w0000 +a22u00000 +a23v00000 +a26f 0000 a27f 000
= b1u¨0+b2f¨  b3w¨00+(b9 b17)f¨ 00
+(b6 b13)v¨000 +(b5+b15)u¨000
(3.20)
dv0 :  a13w0000 +a23u00000 +a33v00000 +a36f 0000 a37f 000
= b1v¨0 b3f¨  b2w¨00+(b8+b16)f¨ 00
+(b4+b14)v¨000 +(b6 b13)u¨000
(3.21)
dw0 : a11w000 a12u0000  a13v0000  a16f 000+a17f 00
= b1w¨0 b7f¨ 0 b2v¨00 b3u¨00
(3.22)
df :  a16w0000  a26u00000  a36v00000  a66f 0000+a67f 000
+a17w000 a27u0000  a37v0000 +a77f 00
= b2u¨0+b3v¨0+(b4+b5+b14+b15)f¨ +b7w¨00
 (b10+b18)f¨ 00  (b8+b16)v¨000  (b9 b17)u¨000
(3.23)
with the boundary conditions prescribed at z= 0 and z= L defined as
du0 : u0 = u¯0 or  a12w000 +a22u0000 +a23v0000 +a26f 000
 a27f 00 = b3w¨0+(b9 b17)f¨
+(b6 b13)v¨00+(b5+b15)u¨00
(3.24)
du00 : u
0
0 = u¯
0
0 or  a12w00+a22u000 +a23v000 +a26f 00 a27f 0 = 0 (3.25)
dv0 : v0 = v¯0 or  a13w000 +a23u0000 +a33v0000 +a36f 000
 a37f 00 = b2w¨0+(b8+b16)f¨ 00
+(b4+b14)v¨00+(b6 b13)u¨00
(3.26)
dv00 : v
0
0 = v¯
0
0 or  a13w00+a23u000 +a33v000 +a36f 00 a37f 0 = 0 (3.27)
dw0 : w0 = w¯0 or a11w00 a12u000 a13v000 a16f 00+a17f 0 = 0 (3.28)
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df : f = f¯ or  a16w000 a26u0000  a36v0000  a66f 000+a67f 00
+a17w00 a27u000 a37v000 +a77f 0 = b7w¨0
 (b10+b18)f¨ 0  (b8+b16)v¨00  (b9 b17)u¨00
(3.29)
df 0 : f 0 = f¯ 0 or a16w00 a26u000 a36v000 a66f 00+a67f 0 = 0 (3.30)
The governing system of equations at the order of fourteen consists of six equations.
These equations correspond to six degrees-of-freedom for shearable thin-walled
beams, namely; flapwise bending u0(z; t), chordwise bending v0(z; t), extension
w0(z; t), twist f(z; t), flapwise transverse shear qx(z; t) and chordwise transverse shear
qy(z; t); to four degrees-of-freedom for unshearable beam. Overall fourteen boundary
conditions are described at the each end of beam section. It is also noted that all of the
external forces are eliminated in the governing system to investigate the free vibration
of the beam. The system given by Eqs. 3.7-3.12 govern the motion of the fully-coupled
thin-walled composite beams including the arbitrary material anisotropy, warping
restraint and transverse shear effects. Within this model several elastic coupling modes
can be identified to describe the behaviour of the structure. In this respect, the structural
composite configuration chosen properly for aeroelastic purposes will be explained in
the following section.
3.3 Structural Coupling Configuration
Thin-walled composite beams have extensive usage in many engineering sciences;
such as civil, naval and aerospace. The application of the theory varies mostly
depending on the geometry of the cross-section, i.e. it is open or closed. The aircraft
wing in this study is modeled as a thin-walled composite beam of a single-cell closed
cross-section. As discussed before, due to the composite configuration, different
cases of elastic couplings will be exploited. Symmetric configuration also referred as
circumferentially uniform stiffness (CAS), is adapted to the thin-walled beam presented
here, as a result various coupled vibration modes are exhibited. First, this configuration
is preferred to feature the flapwise benging-twist coupling that is vital to model the
flutter phenomenon. The ply-angle distribution of CAS configuration is displayed
in Figure 3.2. As seen from this figure, the closed cross-section of the thin-walled
beam only consists of the top and the bottom walls. On the other hand depending
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Figure 3.2: Lay-ups in circumferentially asymmetric stiffness configuration (CAS).
on the geometry, in addition to the top and the bottom walls, the lateral walls may
also be included, i.e. rectangular cross-section. In the CAS configuration the ply
angle distribution q is an odd function of spanwise coordinate y, which yields that
the following stiffness quantities in the top (:)T and bottom (:)B layers appear with a
negative sign.
C16T = C16B C26T = CB26 C36T = C36B C45T = C45B (3.31)
In the light of flowchart (Figure 3.1), the following stiffness quantities become
Q16T = Q16B
Q26T = Q26B
Q45T = Q45B
)
=)
A16T = A16B
A26T = A26B
A45T = A45B
and
D16T = D16B
D26T = D26B
D45T = D45B
Carrying out the integral around the mid-contour yields the following reduced stiffness
quantities to be zero. I
C
(K12;K13;K14;K24;K43)ds= 0 (3.32)
The non-zero stiffness quantities are mainly the diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix
a11, a22, a33, a44, a55, a66, a77; the extension-chordwise transverse shear a14 and
the flapwise bending-twist coupling stiffness a37, while the non-zero mass terms are
b1, b4, b5, b14, b15 and b18. The remaining zero stiffness quantities are eliminated
from the governing system, which results the system in two groups featuring
i) extension-chordwise bending-chordwise transverse shear coupling, ii) flapwise
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bending-flapwise transverse shear-twist coupling. Ref. [9] should be addressed for
detailed information about the symmetric configuration (CAS). It is also noted that the
analyses are carried out for the beam of biconvex cross-section.
3.3.1 The governing system of shearable beams
i) Extension – chordwise bending – chordwise transverse shear coupling
The governing system of equations is simply obtained from Eqs. 3.7-3.12
dw0 : a11w000 +a14
 
u000 +q
0
y

= b1w¨0 (3.33)
du0 : a14w000 +a44
 
u000 +q
0
y

= b1u¨0 (3.34)
dqy : a22q 00y  a14w00 a44
 
u00+qy

= (b5+b15)q¨y (3.35)
Similarly, by the use of Eqs. 3.13-3.19 the geometric and the static boundary
conditions are given as
dw0 : w0 = 0 and a11w00+a14
 
u00+qy

= 0 (3.36)
du0 : u0 = 0 and a14w00+a44
 
u00+qy

= 0 (3.37)
dqy : qy = 0 and a22q 0y = 0 (3.38)
ii) Flapwise bending – flapwise transverse shear – twist coupling
dv0 : a55
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a56f 000 = b1v¨0 (3.39)
df : a56
 
v0000 +q
00
x
 a66f 0000+a37q 00x +a77f 00
= (b4+b5)f¨   (b10+b18)f¨ 00 (3.40)
dqx : a33q 00x +a37f 00 a55
 
v00+qx

+a56f 00
= (b4+b14)q¨x
(3.41)
with the static boundary conditions:
dv0 : v0 = 0 and a55
 
v00+qx
 a56f 00 = 0 (3.42)
df : f = 0 and a56
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a66f 000+a37q 0x+a77f 0
= (b10+b18)f¨ 0 (3.43)
dqx : qx = 0 and a33q 0x+a37f 0 = 0 (3.44)
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df 0 : f 0 = 0 and a56
 
v00+qx
 a66f 00 = 0 (3.45)
dqx : qx = 0 and a33q 0x+a37f 0 = 0 (3.46)
3.3.2 The governing system of nonshearable beams
i) Extension – chordwise bending – chordwise transverse shear coupling
The governing system of equations is simply obtained from Eqs. 3.20-3.23
du0 : a22u00000 = b1u¨0+(b5+b15)u¨000 (3.47)
dw0 : a11w000 = b1w¨0 (3.48)
Similarly, by the use of Eqs. 3.24-3.30 the geometric and the static boundary
conditions are given as
dw0 : w0 = 0 and a11w00 = 0 (3.49)
du0 : u0 = 0 and a22u0000 = (b5+b15)u¨
0
0 (3.50)
du00 : u
0
0 = 0 and a22u
00
0 = 0 (3.51)
ii) Flapwise bending – flapwise transverse shear – twist coupling
dv0 : a33v00000  a37f 000 = b1v¨0+(b4+b14)v¨000 (3.52)
df :  a66f 0000 a37v0000 +a77f 00 = (b4+b5+b14+b15)f¨   (b10+b18)f¨ 00
(3.53)
and with the force boundary conditions:
dv0 : v0 = 0 and a33v0000  a37f 00 = (b4+b14)v¨00
dv00 : v
0
0 = 0 and a33v
00
0 a37f 0 = 0
df : f = 0 and  a66f 000 a37v000 +a77f 0 = (b10+b18)f¨ 0
df 0 : f 0 = 0 and a66f 00 = 0
(3.54)
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3.4 Solution Methodology
For the thin-walled beams investigated here, the governing equations involve several
elastic couplings and the associated boundary conditions are quite complicated. As a
result it is not easy to get the exact solution. Therefore, Extended Galerkin Method
(EGM) will be used to obtain the dynamic characteristics of thin-walled composite
beams. This method suggests selecting weighting functions that need only fulfill
the geometric boundary conditions [34]. By the help of Hamilton’s principle, the
discretized equation of motion is obtained as follows
Mq¨(t)+Kq(t) = 0 (3.55)
To carry out free vibration analysis, q= Xeiwt is assumed and the eigenvalue problem
is formed as
(l I M 1K)X = 0 (3.56)
where l = w2. Here, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are represented by X and l ,
respectively, while the natural frequencies of the system are denoted by w .
3.4.1 Test case
In order to test the convergence of EGM, a numerical example is chosen [35].
This example models the motion of Bernoulli-St.-Venant beam in which the shear
deformation, warping of the cross-section and rotary inertia are neglected. The
governing partial differential equations of motion of the Bernoulli-St.Venant beam [36]
are given as
EIw0000(z; t)+mw¨(z; t) mxa f¨(z; t) = 0 (3.57)
GJf 00(z; t)  Ia f¨(z; t)+mxa w¨(z; t) = 0 (3.58)
Here, the bending displacement of the beam is denoted by w(z; t), and the torsional
rotation is f(z; t). Moreover, EI and GJ are the bending and torsional rigidities of the
beam; m is the mass per unit length, Ia is the polar mass moment of inertia per unit
length about the elastic axis and xa is distance between the mass and shear centre,
respectively. The detailed view of the beam is given in Ref. [35]. For clamped-free
beam (fixed at z = 0 and free at z = L), the geometrical boundary conditions at z = 0
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are
w= w0 = 0 f = 0
where the force terms at z= L are zero. The Galerkin type weak form of the Eqs. 3.57
and 3.58 reads as
Ww =
1R
0
h
w2wdw00 w00+dw w¨  xar2a dw f¨
i
dh
+w2w

dw w000 dw0 w00
1
0
(3.59)
Wf =
1R
0
h
 w2fdf 0 f 0 df f¨ + xar2a df w¨
i
dh
+w2f

df f 0
1
0
(3.60)
The non-integral terms in the above equations are already satisfied at the fixed end of
the beam. At the tip of the beam, h = 1, the force terms are also zero for free end
conditions. The non-dimensional variable and quantities, namely uncoupled natural
bending and torsional frequencies ww and wf ; the radius of gyration of the wing ra ,
used in the expressions above are defined as
h =
z
L
ww =
r
EI
mL4
wf =
r
GJ
IaL2
ra =
r
Ia
m
The appropriate discretization in the bending and torsional displacements are expressed
as
w(z; t) =NTw (z)qw(t) (3.61)
f(z; t) = NTf (z)qf (t) (3.62)
Here, the shape function vectors with dimension N  1 are represented by Nw for
bending and Nf for torsional displacements, while the generalized coordinates vector
is q=

qw qf
	T . For the beam model considered here, the mass, the stiffness matrices
are determined by applying the discretization (given in Eqs. 3.61-3.62) to the integral
form of the Eqs. 3.59 and 3.60.
M =
1R
0
24 NwNTw  xar2a NwNTf
 xa
r2a
NfNTw NfN
T
f
35dh (3.63)
K =
1R
0
"
w2wN00wN00Tw 0
0 w2fN
00
fN
00T
f
#
dh (3.64)
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where Nw =

h2 h3       hN hN+1	T and Nf = h h2 h3       hN	T . Notice that
the geometric boundary conditions are fulfilled for each degrees-of-freedom. Here, N
is the order of the polynomials and in the computations the accuracy of the six modes
is assured using seventh order polynomials.
Figure 3.3: Mode shapes of bending and twist components; w (black line), fxa (red
line)
A typical cantilevered uniform aircraft wing [35] is used to test the accuracy of
the Extended Galerkin method and the results are given in Table 3.2. The first six
frequencies predicted by other methods (the direct stiffness method, the dynamic finite
element method, the finite element method) are also listed in the same table. As seen,
the accuracy of the EGM is excellent even for higher modes. The four mode shapes
for the same configuration are demonstrated in the Figure 3.3.
3.4.2 Application of EGM to thin walled composite beams
This section deals with the identification of mass and stiffness matrices of the
thin-walled beam models given in earlier sections. Similar procedures shown for the
beammodel presented previously are also repeated for the shearable and non-shearable
thin-walled beams models featuring extension-chordwise bending-chordwise trans-
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Table 3.2: Coupled bending-torsional natural frequencies.
w i DFEa DSMb FEMc
EGM
N = 7 N = 9
w1 49.62 49.62 49.62 49.61 49.61
w2 97.05 97.04 97.04 97.04 97.04
w3 249.0 248.87 248.88 248.92 248.87
w4 355.54 355.59 355.59 355.77 355.59
w5 451.57 451.46 451.48 456.43 451.46
w6 610.63 610.32 610.39 676.88 610.37
aDynamic finite element method [37]
bDirect stiffness method [35]
cFinite element method [38]
verse shear and flapwise bending-flapwise transverse shear-twist couplings. The
detailed procedures in the application of the method is omitted, since it was already
shown in the investigation of the test case in Section 3.4.1. To discretize the eigenvalue
problem, the displacements u0, v0, w0, f , qx and qy are assumed as in the following
form:
u0(z; t) =NTu (z) qu(t) (3.65)
v0(z; t) = NTv (z) qv(t) (3.66)
w0(z; t) = NTw (z) qw(t) (3.67)
f(z; t) = NTf (z) qf (t) (3.68)
qx(z; t) =NTx (z) qx(t) (3.69)
qy(z; t) =NTy (z) qy(t) (3.70)
Here, the trial functions are represented by Nu, Nv, Nw, Nf , Nx and Ny, which were
also called shape functions [34] with the dimension N1, while qu, qv, qw, qf , qx and
qy are the vectors of the generalized coordinates. [35] The free vibration problem is
specifically described defining the mass and the stiffness matrices with the generalized
coordinates vector for the each of the corresponding models.
 Extension – chordwise bending – chordwise transverse shear couplingECC From now
on, this model will be recalled with the acronym ECC. Representing shearable
beams with the subscript S and non-shearable beams with the superscript NS, the
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mass, the stiffness matrices and the generalized coordinates vector are determined
in the following.
For shearable beams:
M
ECC
S =
1R
0
26666664
NwNTw 0 0
0 NuNTu 0
0 0 m1NyNTy
37777775dh (3.71)
K
ECC
S =
1R
0
26664
1
L2N
0
wN
0T
w
a14
a11L2
N0wN0Tu
a14
a11L
N0wNTy
a14
a11L2
N0uN0Tw
a44
a11L2
N0uN0Tu
a44
a11L
N0uNTy
a14
a11L
NyN0Tw
a44
a11L
NyN0Tu
a22
a11L2
N0yN0Ty +
a44
a11
NyNTy
37775dh (3.72)
q
ECC
S =

qw qu qy
	T (3.73)
For non-shearable beams:
M
ECC
NS =
1R
0

NwNTw 0
0 NuNTu +
m1
L2N
0
uN
0T
u

dh (3.74)
K
ecc
NS =
1R
0
24 1L2N0wN0Tw 0
0 a22a11L4N
00
uN
00T
u
35dh (3.75)
q
ECC
NS =

qw qu
	T (3.76)
 Flapwise bending-flapwise transverse shear-twist couplingFFT
The mass, the stiffness and the generalized coordinates vector of this coupling
configurations are simply obtained with similar notations.
For shearable beams:
M
FFT
S =
1R
0
24NvNTv 0 00 m2NfNTf +m3N0fN0Tf 0
0 0 m4NxNTx
35dh (3.77)
K
FFT
S =
1R
0
26664
1
AR2N
0
vN
0T
v
a56
a55L2AR
N0vN00Tf
1
ARN
0
vN
T
x
a56
a55L2AR
N00fN
0T
v
a77
a55L2
N0fN
0T
f +
a66
a55L4
N00fN
00T
f
a37
a55L2
N0fN
0T
x +
a56
a55L2
N00fN
T
x
1
ARNxN
0T
v
a37
a55L
N0xN0Tf +
a56
a55L2
NxN00Tf NxN
T
x +
a33
a55L2
N0xN0Tx
37775dh
(3.78)
q
FFT
S =

qw qu qx
	T (3.79)
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Table 3.3: The system matrix A for different cases. ECC: extension-chordwise
bending-chordwise transverse shear coupling, FFT: flapwise
bending-flapwise transverse shear-twist coupling.
EEC FFT
Shearable Beams M 1S
a11
b1
KS M 1S
a55
b1
KS
Non-Shearable Beams M 1NS
a11
b1
KNS M 1NS
a33
b1
KNS
For non-shearable beams:
M
FFT
NS =
1R
0

NvNTv +m4N0vN0Tv 0
0 (m2+m4)NfNTf +m3N
0
fN
0T
f

dh (3.80)
K
FFT
NS =
1R
0
24 1AR2L2N00v N00Tv   a37a33L2ARN0vN00Tf
  a37a33L2ARN
00
fN
0T
v
a66
a33L4
N00fN
00T
f +
a77
a33L2
N0fN
0T
f
35dh (3.81)
q
FFT
NS =

qw qu
	T (3.82)
The shapes functions also known as admissible functions have to be chosen properly
to satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions. The results in the following section
are accurately calculated by assuming the shapes functions in polynomial form hi,
(order  7 9)
h =
z
L
d(:)
dh
=
1
L
d(:)
dz
AR=
b
L
v0(h ; t) =
v0
b
m1 = (b5+b15)=b1
m2 = (b4+b5)=b1 m3 = (b10+b18)=b1 m4 = (b4+b14)=b1
3.5 Results and Discussion
The formulation through the equations of motion to the discretized eigenvalue problem
was expressed in the previous section. Here, to conclude the previous work, Table 3.3
is introduced. The eigenvectors l for each case of the thin-walled beam models are
determined from the system matrix A=M 1K.
In this chapter our aim is achieved after the determination of dynamical characteristics
of the thin-walled beam, such as natural frequencies and mode shapes. The natural
frequency results are demonstrated according to the coupling types with and without
transverse shear effects. The numerical results are validated for the thin-walled beam
model given in Ref. [9]. The beam geometry is shown in Figure 3.4 and the material
and geometrical properties are listed in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Thin-walled beam geometry of biconvex cross-section.
Table 3.4: Material properties and geometric characteristics of the wing
E11 206.75 GPa
E22 = E33 5.17 GPa
G12 3.10 GPa
G13 = G23 2.55 GPa
n21 = n31 0.00625
n32 0.25
Density, r 1528.15 kg/m3
Width, b 0.254 m
Depth, d 0.068 m
Total thickness, h 0.01 m
Length, L 2.032 m
Aspect ratio, AR= 2L=b 8
Number of layers 2
The symmetric lay-up configuration also referred as CAS is adapted here. Upon
choosing anti-symmetric configuration in top and bottom lay-ups of the cross-section
will end up with the governing system featuring different type of couplings.
Although, the convenient configuration to model an aircraft wing is symmetric lay-up
configuration, it is essential to model the bending-torsional flutter. Thus, this study
does not include any analysis related with the anti-symmetric lay-up configuration.
The results of the dynamical analysis will be given in the following subsections. These
sections will demonstrate the results of the thin-walled beam in extension-chordwise
bending-chordwise transverse shear and in flapwise bending-flapwise transverse
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shear-twist coupling. Several effects such as material anisotropy, transverse shear on
the dynamic behaviour of the beam will be discussed. Initially, a comparison of the
results with the literature is introduced in Table 3.5 to validate the obtained frequencies.
The results in this table incorporate both secondary warping and transverse shear
effects.
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(a) Stiffness quantities for ECC coupling
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(b) Stiffness quantities for FFT coupling
Figure 3.5: Variation of stiffness quantities with respect to ply-angle, q .
The first six eigenfrequencies were calculated by determining the eigenvalues
corresponding to the system matrices of each coupling configuration (see Table 3.4)
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Table 3.5: The first six mode eigenfrequencies for selected ply-angles. Superscript 1
shows frequencies for flapwise bending-torsion coupling, 2 for chordwise
bending-extension coupling
Ply-angle
q (deg)
w i
(rad/s)
Present
study1
Librescu &
Song1 [9]
Present
study2
0
w1 38.6 40.3 115.8
w2 240.3 250.6 692.5
w3 614.7 625.6 1422.7
w4 665.7 - 1816.3
w5 1286.5 - 3288.4
w6 1844.5 - 4268.2
30
w1 42.3 43.5 129.1
w2 262.3 270.1 773.6
w3 725.2 746.7 1525.5
w4 756.6 - 2036.8
w5 1398.7 - 3698.3
w6 2237.3 - 4574.2
45
w1 51.3 52.4 174.1
w2 317.7 324.4 1023.9
w3 873.3 892.0 1767.9
w4 961.6 - 2653.0
w5 1674.6 - 4707.9
w6 2658.9 - 5311.7
60
w1 76.0 77.5 319.2
w2 464.0 472.7 1631.3
w3 1238.9 1270.0 2551.2
w4 1294.7 - 3911.0
w5 2363.3 - 6406.2
w6 3556.4 - 7510.3
75
w1 134.3 136.0 556.0
w2 765.9 773.0 2218.6
w3 1308.3 1333.0 4704.9
w4 1971.3 - 4895.7
w5 3480.8 - 7194.1
w6 3818.8 - 9403.9
90
w1 236.8 239.0 614.8
w2 630.8 640.0 2346.4
w3 1269.7 1280.0 4778.4
w4 1913.2 - 7054.3
w5 2994.0 - 8998.1
w6 3256.6 - 9358.4
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and listed for selected ply-angles in Table 3.5. The results for the beam in flapwise
bending-flapwise transverse shear-torsion coupling are compared with ones from Ref.
[9]. Unfortunately, no numerical data for frequencies could be found to compare with
the present results of the second coupling type (extension-chordwise bending-torsion).
The numerical data could only be compared for the first three eigenfrequencies of
the shearable beam in flapwise bending-flapwise transverse shear-torsion coupled
motion. This comparison indicates that a slight difference between our results and
the results from Ref. [9] depicted in the Table 3.5, i.e. the percentage relative error is
approximately 2% . This error is inevitably arisen from the missing data that defines
the material configuration. In order to carry out the numerical simulations we had to
assign the relevant values to the missing data of Ref. [9]. For instance, number of
layers and transverse shear correction factor of the configuration, given in Table 3.4
were unknown. Recall that the number of layers was set to 2 and also note to address
to the Section 2.2.4.2 for the transverse shear correction factor that was used in this
study.
Moreover, the similar dynamic analyses will be performed for a different configuration
in the forthcoming sections. Another validation made by using that different
configuration show a better agreement than displayed in Table 3.5, i.e the percentage
relative error is less than 1%.
The various non-classical effects on the natural frequencies will be portrayed in the
following subsections. Before that, address to Figure 3.5 which shows the variation
of non-zero stiffness quantities in the CAS configuration. Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)
display the stiffness quantities pertinent to first and second coupling configurations,
represented with acronyms EEC and FFT. From both figures it is clearly seen from the
figure that the bending stiffnesses a22 and a33 increase with the ply angle and reach
maximum values at q = 90o, while the coupling stiffnesses, a14, a37 and a56 vanishes
at q = 90o.
3.5.1 Results for EEC coupling
The ply-angle configuration (CAS) firstly generates the chordwise bending-extension
coupling. The results for this configuration are presented in the section with the
following figures.
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 demonstrates the variation of the frequencies with respect to
ply-angle to illustrate the effect of transverse shear and coupling stiffness, respectively.
Both figures consist of two subfigures corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of first
three and four-to-six.
(a) Variation of first, second and third eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
(b) Variation of forth, fifth and sixth eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
Figure 3.6: First six chordwise bending-extension frequencies with or without
coupling
As seen from Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the omission of coupling stiffness as well
as transverse shear become very significant for higher modes. For both figures
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(a) Variation of first, second and third eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
(b) Variation of forth, fifth and sixth eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
Figure 3.7: First six chordwise bending-extension frequencies with or without
transverse shear
this omission causes an overestimation in the natural frequencies of chordwise
bending-extension coupling motion.
3.5.2 Results for FFT coupling
The ply-angle configuration (CAS) secondly generates the bending-torsion coupling
that was previously used to model aircraft wings in Ref. [9]. The results for this
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configuration are presented in this section. At first, the variation of the frequencies
with respect to ply-angle is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 to illustrate the effect of
transverse shear and coupling stiffness, respectively.
(a) Variation of first, second and third eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
(b) Variation of forth, fifth and sixth eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
Figure 3.8: First six flapwise bending-torsion frequencies with or without coupling
Moreover, 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) illustrate the effect of bending-torsion coupling on the
natural frequencies by including and excluding the coupling stiffness i.e. a37 6= 0
and a37 = 0 . When the bending-torsion coupling is discarded, each mode shows
an overestimation of natural frequencies. This occurs at ply-angles 45o < q < 90o,
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30o < q < 85o and 20o < q < 60o&75o < q < 90o for the first, the second and the
third modes, respectively, Particularly, the second mode displays a distinct difference
between the frequencies. For this mode, the frequencies reach a maximum value at ply
angle of q = 75o, which is very close to the third mode branch.
(a) Variation of first, second and third eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
(b) Variation of forth, fifth and sixth eigenfrequencies with respect ply angle
Figure 3.9: First six flapwise bending-torsion frequencies with or without transverse
shear
Specifically, Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(a) display the first six eigenfrequencies of
the shearable and the nonshearable beams. The difference between the natural
frequencies computed by incorporating and discarding the transverse shear effect is
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more obvious for higher modes. Furthermore, an overestimation has been observed in
the determination of frequencies when the transverse shear is discarded. Figure 3.8(b)
shows that the overestimation of the frequencies grows for higher modes. This figure
also reveals that the variation of the frequencies with the respect to the ply-angle get
more complex that the modes begin to interfere each other more. Besides, the first three
mode shapes of chordwise bending-extension motion and the flapwise bending-torsion
motion are plotted in Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b).
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Figure 3.10: First three mode shapes for (a) EEC and (b) FFT coupling
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4. AERODYNAMIC MODELLING AND FORMULATION
The structural formulation of the aircraft wing along with the determination of
the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of the system were given in the previous
chapters. To perform flutter analysis this chapter elaborates aerodynamic modelling
and formulation of wing structure discussed previously. The aerodynamic model
corresponds to the structural beam models that have been presented earlier. Figure
4.1 shows the cross-sections of the structural models employed in this study. As seen,
distances between elastic axis and aerodynamic center, e are b
 1
2 +a

for solid beam
model and b2 for thin-walled beam model.
Thin-airfoil theory which has been at the heart of flutter prediction for many years, is
employed in this study. This theory provides very accurate results for large aspect-ratio
wings. Neglecting the thickness of airfoil and assuming the wing as infinitely long, the
unsteady aerodynamic loads based on the strip theory can be expressed. To capture
3 D effects, a modified strip theory is used and lift-curve slope is re-expressed by
semi-empirical formulas for finite-span and swept wings. In addition, the unsteady
aerodynamic lift and moment are expressed in time- and frequency-domains by the
use of Theodorsen’s and Wagner’s functions, respectively.
4.1 Unsteady Aerodynamics
Unsteady aerodynamic loads are composed of two parts caused from circulatory
and non-circulatory effects. When the wing motion is accelerated, a part of the air
surrounding the wing is also carried by that motion. Thus, the inertial forces opposed
to the acceleration of the wing are arisen by that mass of air which is also known as
apparent mass. The noncirculatory effects are generated by this phenomena. On the
other hand the aerodynamic loads in steady flow only includes the effect of circulatory
forces. In the following two types of unsteady aerodynamics theories based on
potential flow will be explained. The first type, Theodorsen’s unsteady aerodynamics
is appropriate for the classical flutter analysis. Second, the unsteady aerodynamic
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Cross sections of (a) solid and (b) thin-walled beams. h, a and w, f
represent plunge displacements and pitch angles for solid and thin-walled
beams, respectively. AC and EA are acronyms for aerodynamic center and
elastic axis. For (a) and (b), AC is located at quarter chord from leading
edge.
loads created by the arbitrary motion of the airfoil is expressed to carry out nonlinear
aeroelastic analysis [39, 40]
4.1.1 Theodorsen’s unsteady thin-airfoil theory
Theodorsen developed a theory of unsteady aerodynamics for an oscillating thin airfoil
in 1934. The lift and the pitching moment at aerodynamic center are expressed by
Lac =CLar¥UnbC (k)
 w˙0+Unf +b 12  a f˙+pr¥b2   w¨0+Unf˙  baf¨]
(4.1)
Mac = pr¥b3
 12 w¨0+Unf +b 18   a2 f¨ (4.2)
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where ()0 and (˙) denote the partial differentiation with respect to the spanwise
coordinate along the elastic axis y and reduced time t = ULt=b, respectively. Un is
the free stream speed normal to the leading edge, CLa is the lift curve slope and equal
to 2p for thin-airfoil theory. w0 and f represent the plunge displacement and pitch
angle of the beam. Here, the function C (k), known as Theodorsen’s function, is a
complex valued function of reduced frequency k in terms of Hankel functions. It is
given by
Ck =
H(2)1 (k)
H(2)1 (k)+ iH
(2)
0 (k)
(4.3)
The second kind of Hankel functions H(2)n (k) are also expressed in terms of the first
and second kind of Bessel’s functions Jn (k), Yn (k).
H(2)n (k) = Jn (k)  iYn (k) (4.4)
Theodorsen theory will only be used to carry out the classical flutter analysis of
thin-walled beams and for those the plunge displacement is chosen in upward direction.
Since the positive direction of plunge motion is downward, the plunge displacement w
appears with a negative sign in the expressions above. The pitch angle is positive when
nose up and the elastic axis is placed at the mid-chord, i.e. a = 0. Also, the twisting
moment along elastic axis is expressed as For solid beam model:
Mea =Mac+b

1
2
 a

Lac (4.5)
For thin-walled beam model:
Mea =Mac+
b
2
Lac (4.6)
4.1.2 Finite-state unsteady thin-airfoil theory
Eventhough the Theodorsen theory is appropriate for classical flutter analysis, several
situations need an alternative approach such as active flutter control, determination of
modal damping in subcritical flight conditions and limit cycle oscillations. One need to
express the system in state-space form. To meet these requirements, the aerodynamics
loads have to be expressed in terms of the time-domain differential equations, which
were represented in the frequency-domain in Theodorsen’s theory [40]. The nonlinear
aeroelastic analysis in this study are all performed using finite-state theory explained
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here. Based on strip theory and 2 D incompressible unsteady aerodynamics, the
unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment are expressed as follows:
Lae (z; t) = r¥UnG0(z; t) r¥ ddt
bZ
 b
g0 (x;z; t)xdz+r¥Unb
¥Z
 b
gw (x;z; t) dxp
x2 b2 (4.7)
Mae (z; t) = r¥Un
bR
 b
g0 (x;z; t)xdx  r¥2 ddt
bR
 b
g0 (x;z; t)

x2  b22

dx
+r¥2 Unb
2
¥R
 b
gw(x;z;t)dxp
x2 b2
(4.8)
where, g0 and gw are the quasi-steady distributed bound vortex intensity (on the wing)
and the vortex intensity in the wake, respectively, and G0 =
bR
 b
g0 (x ;z; t)dx is the
quasi-steady circulation. In the body-fixed frame, the position of the centerline of
the cross-section could be defined by,
za (x;z; t) = w0 (z; t)  xf (z; t) (4.9)
Thereby the downwash velocity wa normal to the lifting surface is given, for small
disturbances, by
wa (x;z; t) = ¶ za¶ t +U¥
¶ za
¶x
= w˙0  xf˙  Unf
(4.10)
The downwash velocities at the mid-chord and three quarter locations are found from
Equation 4.10 as
w c
2
(z; t) = w˙0 Unf (4.11)
w 3c
4
(z; t) = w˙0  b2 f˙  Unf (4.12)
From the potential aerodynamic theory, g0 and gw can be uniquely determined by the
boundary (no-penetration) condition and the Kutta condition, as illustrated in Ref. [41,
42]. Based on small perturbation assumption,
wa (x;z; t) =  12p
bZ
 b
gb (x ;z; t) dx
x x  
1
2p
¥Z
b
gw (x ;z; t) dx
x x (4.13)
The quasi-steady part of the solution is expressed as
wa (x;z; t) = w˙0  xf˙  Unf =  12p
bZ
 b
g0 (x ;z; t) dx
x x (4.14)
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Similarly, the effect of the wake,
G1 (z; t) =
bZ
 b
g1 (x ;z; t) dx =
¥Z
b
"s
x +b
x  b  1
#
gw (x ;z; t) dx (4.15)
Solving Equation 4.14 one will get the expressions of quasi-steady bound vortex
intensity g0 and circulation G0 and applying the Kutta condition at the trailing edge
one will secondly obtain vortex intensity of the wake gw. Finally, the lift and moment
expressions of a thin-airfoil for an arbitrary small motion in incompressible flow are
given by
Lae (z; t) = pr¥b2w˙c=2 (z; t)
 CLar¥Unb
24w3c=4 (z;0)fw  Untb + tR
0
w˙3c=4 (z; t0)fw
Un
b (t  t0)

dt0
35
(4.16)
Mae (z; t) = pr¥b3
 1
2Unf˙ +
1
8bf¨

 CLa2 r¥Unb2
24w3c=4 (z;0)fw  Untb + tR
0
w˙3c=4 (z; t0)fw
Un
b (t  t0)

dt0
35
(4.17)
where reduced time is t = Untb and fw(t) is the Wagner’s function which satisfies the
expression below,
dfw(t)
dt
=L  1fC(p)g (4.18)
whereC(p) = K1(p)K0(p)+K1(p)
Here, L  1 is inverse Laplace operator and p is the counterpart of t in Laplace
transformed domain. The generalized Theodorsen function C(p) is described in terms
of second kind of modified Bessel’s functions [42].
To cast the unsteady aerodynamic loads to state-space form, the quasi polynomial
approximation is assumed as here reduced time is t = Untb and fw(t) is the Wagner’s
function which satisfies the expression below,
fw(t) = 1 
n
å
i=1
aie bit (4.19)
An explicit expression of Wagner’s function does not exist although at subsonic
speeds Jones approximation can be used. It suggests a two term approximation with
the coefficients a1 = 0:165, b1 = 0:041 and a2 = 0:335, b2 = 0:320. According
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to Equations 4.16 and 4.17, the terms in square brackets are associated with the
circulatory part of the aerodynamic loads and here the Duhamel integral is rewritten as
D(z; t) =
tZ
0
w˙3c=4 (z; t0)fw

Un
b
(t  t0)

dt0 (4.20)
Inserting Eq. 4.19 into 4.20 one gets
D(z; t) = w3c=4 (z; t) 
n
å
i=1
aiBi(z; t) (4.21)
where
Bi(z; t) = e bi
Unt
b
tZ
0
w˙3c=4 (z; t0)e
 bi Untb dt0 (4.22)
Differentiating both sides of the Eq. 4.22 with respect to time t,
B˙i(z; t)+
biUn
b
Bi(z; t) = w˙3c=4 (z; t) (4.23)
Here, Bi(z; t) are the functions that measure the lag in the induced aerodynamic loads
[33, 42, 43]. Thus, instead of evaluating the Duhamel’s integral, it is replaced by the
equivalent aerodynamic equations of motion given in Eq. 4.23
4.2 Finite-Span Effects
The previous derivation were performed using 2 D aerodynamic theory and the
unsteady aerodynamic loads was obtained for an unswept, infinitely long wing. This
section points out several modifications made to 2 D aerodynamic model in order to
extend it to a 3 D one. Considering swept wings, the unsteady aerodynamic loads
are reconsidered to include this effect.
i) Theodorsen’s theory
For the wing with sweep angle of L in an incompressible flow, one should address
for the unsteady aerodynamic lift and pitching moment are expressed to Ref. [44]
ii) Finite-state theory
The downwash velocity is expressed in the rotated coordinate system with angle of
L. Notice that for simplicity the rotated coordinates are represented with the same
symbol of fixed one.
wa (x;z; t) = ¶ za¶ t +U¥

¶ za
¶x cosL+
¶ za
¶ z sinL

= w˙0 Unf +Uns tanL  x
 
f˙ +Unc tanL
 (4.24)
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whereUn =U¥ cosL. s = ¶w0¶ z and c =
¶f
¶ z are the rates of change of bending and
twist in the spanwise direction, respectively.
To capture finite-span effects the lift curve slope CLa is expressed by involving the
corrections to the aspect ratio and sweep angle. The modified expressions are obtained
to account the finite-span effects.
For solid beam [41,45, 46]:
C3DLa =
2pAR
2cosL+AR
q
1+
 
2cosLAR
2 (4.25)
where AR= Lcos2L=b
For thin-walled beam [25,41, 42]:
C3DLa =
2pAR
AR+2cosL
(4.26)
and
b
2
! b
2

CLa
p
 1

(4.27)
Thus, the downwash velocities at the mid-chord and three quarter locations are
re-expressed as
w c
2
(z; t) = w˙0 Unf +Uns tanL (4.28)
w 3c
4
(z; t) = w˙0 Unf +Uns tanL  b2

CLa
p
 1
 
f˙ +Unc tanL

(4.29)
The unsteady aerodynamic loads given by Eqs. 4.16 and 4.17 are updated using Eqs.
4.20, and 4.29. If the wing is assumed to be initially at rest, the explicit form of the
unsteady aerodynamic loads are obtained in the following.
Lae (z; t) = pr¥b2

v¨0 Unf˙ +Uns˙ tanL

 CLfp r¥Unb
h
v˙0 Unf +Uns tanL  b2

CLf
p  1
 
f˙ +Unc tanL
i
+
CLf
p r¥Unb
n
å
i=1
aiBi
(4.30)
Mae (z; t) = pr¥b3
h
1
2

CLf
p  1
 
Unf˙ +U2n c tanL

+ 18b
 
f¨ +Unc˙ tanL
i
 CLf2p r¥Unb2
h
v˙0 Unf +Uns tanL  b2

CLf
p  1
 
f˙ +Unc tanL
i
+
CLf
2p r¥Unb
2
n
å
i=1
aiBi
(4.31)
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Recall that the rates of change of bending and twist in spanwise coordinate are s(z; t)=
¶v0
¶ z and c(z; t) =
¶f
¶ z , respectively.
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5. AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS
The effects of sweep on the flutter characteristics are reported by [44]. This study
includes both experimental and analytical investigations of the flutter of swept-back
wings. However, the effects of finite span and compressibility with their relation
to sweep are not made. In another work, [46] used a modified strip theory and he
provided very good results for moderate sweep angles by involving the corrections to
the sweep angle and the aspect ratio. Recently, [45] has developed a unified approach
of the stability and aeroelastic response of swept aircraft wings. Yet the structural
nonlinearity in the aeroelastic analysis of swept-back wings has not been investigated
in any of the work mentioned previously.
5.1 Aeroelastic Analysis of Classical Beams
Hereby in this paper, we investigate the limit cycle oscillations of the swept wings
containing a hardening cubic nonlinearity. For the best of authors’ knowledge, this
study will be the first to report the effect of sweep on the limit cycle oscillations
of cantilever wings. For this purpose, the governing aeroelastic equations of a two
degrees-of-freedom swept cantilever wing are derived through applying the strip theory
in which mode shapes of the cantilever beam are used. The unsteady aerodynamic lift
and moment in an incompressible flow are expressed in the time domain by the use of
Wagner’s functions. The harmonic balance method is used to calculate the frequencies
of LCO. Linear flutter analyses are conducted for several values of sweep angles to
obtain the flutter boundaries.
5.1.1 Aeroelastic equations
The total lift per span and pitching moment about elastic axis are expressed using Eqs.
4.16 and 4.17.
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La (z;t) =CLarU2Lbf (t)

h˙=b+a+
 1
2  a

(a˙+ba 0 tanL)

t=0
 CLarU2Lb
tR
0
f (t s)

h¨=b+ a˙+ h˙0 tanL
+
 1
2  a

(a¨+ba˙ 0 tanL)

ds
 12CLarU2Lb

h¨=b+ a˙+2h˙0 tanL+ba 0 tanL+bh00 tan2L

+12CLarU
2
Lba

a¨+2ba˙ 0 tanL+b2a 00 tan2L

(5.1)
Ma (z;t) = CLarU2Lb
 1
2 +a

f (t)

h˙=b+a+
 1
2  a

(a˙+ba 0 tanL)

t=0
+CLarU2Lb
 1
2 +a
 tR
0
f (t s)

h¨=b+ a˙+ h˙0 tanL
+
 1
2  a

(a¨+ba˙ 0 tanL)

ds
+12CLarU
2
Lba

h¨=b+2h˙0 tanL+ba 0 tanL+bh00 tan2L

 12CLarU2Lb2
 1
8 +a
2a¨+2ba˙ 0 tanL+b2a 00 tan2L
 12CLarU2Lb2
 1
2  a

a˙+ 12ba
0 tanL

(5.2)
where f (t) denotes Wagner’s function [41] which is expressed as
f (t) = 1 y1e e1t  y2e e2t (5.3)
in which y1 = 0:165; y1 = 0:165; e1 = 0:0455 and e2 = 0:3 The same approximation
of Wagner’s function will also be used in the aeroelastic analysis of thin-walled
composite beams in the forthcoming sections. The generalized force terms Qh and
Qa in the right hand sides of the Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5 are derived by virtual work law and
expressed as
Qh (t) = L
Z
La(h ; t)fh (h)dh (5.4)
Qa (t) = L
Z
Ma(h ; t)fh (h)dh (5.5)
Inserting the Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 into 5.4 and 5.5 and carrying out the integration, we have
Qh =CLarU2LbLf (t)
h
c3x˙ + c5a+
 1
2  a

(c5a˙+ c7a tanL)
i
t=0
 CLarU2LbL
tR
0
f (t s)

c3x¨ + c5a˙+ c6x˙ tanL
+
 1
2  a

(c5a¨+ c7a˙ tanL)

ds
 12CLarU2LbL
h
c3x¨ + c5a˙+2c6x˙ tanL+ c7a tanL+ c8x¨ tan2L
i
+12CLarU
2
Lba

a¨+2ba˙ 0 tanL+b2a 00 tan2L

(5.6)
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Qa = CLarU2LbL
 1
2 +a

f (t)
h
c5x˙ + c4a+
 1
2  a

(c4a˙+ c11a tanL)
i
t=0
+CLarU2LbL
 1
2 +a
 tR
0
f (t s)

c5x¨ + c4a˙+ c10x˙ tanL
+
 1
2  a

(c4a¨+ c11a˙ tanL)

ds
+12CLarU
2
LbaL
h
c5x¨ +2c10x˙ tanL+ c11a tanL+ c12x tan2L
i
 12CLarU2Lb2L
 1
8 +a
2c4a¨+2c11a˙ tanL+ c13a tan2L
 12CLarU2Lb2L

c4
 1
2  a

a˙+ 12c11a tanL

(5.7)
Substituting Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 into Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5, an integro-differential equation is
obtained. Therefore the governing aeroelastic equations of a rectangular swept-back
wing are obtained as
a1x¨ +a2a¨+a3x˙ +a4a˙+a5x +a6a
+a7w1+a8w2+a9w4+a11Fx (x ) = a12f˙ (t)
(5.8)
b1x¨ +b2a¨+b3x˙ +b4a˙+b5x +b6a
+b7w1+b8w2+b9w4+b11Fa (x ) = b12f˙ (t)
(5.9)
Here, four new functions w1, w2, w3 and w4 are determined for the sake of simplicity to
solve the integro-differential equation. These are described by the following integrals
[47]
w1 (t) =
tR
0
e e1(t s)a (s) ds
w2 (t) =
tR
0
e e2(t s)a (s) ds
w3 (t) =
tR
0
e e1(t s)x (s)ds
w4 (t) =
tR
0
e e2(t s)x (s) ds
(5.10)
The coefficients a1; a2; : : : ;a12 and b1; b2; : : : ;b12 appear in Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9 are also
given in Appendix A.
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5.1.2 Solution methodology
Two different techniques from perturbation family are used to determine the LCO
frequencies and amplitudes. These methods are namely Harmonic balance method and
homotopy analysis method. Besides in order to compare the results of these methods a
standard forth order Runge-Kutta method is applied and the accuracy of these methods
are tested.
5.1.2.1 Harmonic balance method
The method of harmonic balance corresponds to a truncated Fourier series and allows
systematic determination of the coefficients to the various harmonics and the angular
frequency [47]. In order to apply this method, plunge and pitch motions are assumed
as a trigonometric series as follows:
x (t) = å
i=3;5;
[ fi sin(iwt)+gi cos(iwt)] (5.11)
a (t) = d1 cos(wt)+ å
j=3;5;

c j sin( jwt)+d j cos( jwt)

(5.12)
For a detailed review of the method Ref. [47] should be addressed.
5.1.2.2 Homotopy analysis method
The basic concepts of the homotopy in topology can be found in Ref. [48], in which
Liao proposed an analytical method for solving a kind of nonlinear problems, namely
the homotopy analysis method (HAM). Unlike the classical perturbation techniques,
the HAM is independent on the presence small parameters in the governing equations
of motion [49].
By introducing a new variable t = wt and substituting into Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9, one can
obtain the new form of equations of motion.
Defining an initial approximation as follows:
x0 (t) = a0 cost+b0 sint (5.13)
a0 (t) = c0 cost (5.14)
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Next, defining a linear and nonlinear operator, the zeroth order approximation is
obtained and with the initial conditions, the nonlinear frequencies are determined. For
a more detailed review one should address to Ref. [48, 49].
5.1.2.3 Numerical solution
The numerical solution is handled by standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
Therefore the governing aeroelastic equations expressed in Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9, are
rewritten as a set of first order ODEs:
dX
dt
= F (x;t) (5.15)
where
X =

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
T
=

x x˙ a a˙ w1 w2 w3 w4
T (5.16)
and
F (x;t) =
266666666666666666666664
x2
 k1x2  k2x4  k3x1  k4x3  k5x5  k6x6
 k7x7  k8x8  k9Fx1 (x1)+ k10f (t)
x4
 m1x2 m2x4 m3x1 m4x3 m5x5 m6x6
 m7x7 m8x8 m9Fx3 (x3)+m10f (t)
x3  e1x5
x3  e2x6
x1  e1x7
x1  e2x8
377777777777777777777775
(5.17)
The initial conditions of the system are given below
X (0) =

x1 x2 x3 x4 0 0 0 0
T
t=0 (5.18)
The coefficients k1; k2; : : : ;k12 and m1; m2; : : : ;m12 are described in Appendix A.
5.1.3 Results & discussion
In this section, the linear and nonlinear aeroelastic analyses are conducted for
Euler-Bernoulli beam. At first, assuming no sweep in the wing configuration,
LCO frequencies and amplitudes are determined both for pitch and plunge motion
via homotopy analysis method. Second, the effect of sweep angle on the LCO
characteristics, i.e. amplitude, frequency, bifurcation point, is investigated.
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Table 5.1: Wing geometry and characteristics
Constants in nonlinear function, Fh bx = 1, gx = 0
Constants in nonlinear function, Fa ba = 1, ga = 3
Distance between mid-chord and elastic axis, a -0.2
Mass ratio, m 37.8
Distance between elastic axis and center of mass, xa 0.120
Radius of gyration about elastic axis, ra 0.526
Frequency ratio, w¯ 0.136
Damping ratios in plunge and pitch motion, zx ; za 0
5.1.3.1 Linear analysis
To determine the flutter boundaries, linear flutter analysis of a swept-back wing is
carried out for the initial conditions set to a (0) = 1 and x (0) = x˙ (0) = a˙ (0) = 0.
Stiffness terms are taken as Fx (x ) = bxx and Fa (a) = baa . The experimental results
of Ref. [21, 44] are used to validate the proposed swept wing model. Geometrical
properties and characteristics of the wing can be found in Table 5.1.
Linear flutter speeds are calculated for several sweep angles and compared with the
experimental results given in Table 5.2. It is observed that for higher angles of sweep,
higher flutter speeds are obtained. Initially, the flutter speeds are calculated by ignoring
the thickness of the airfoil, namely taking CLa = 2p . As seen the results represented
by ULL have relatively smaller values than the experimental speeds besides for higher
angles of sweep the difference between them is getting more significant. Therefore the
linear flutter speeds are recalculated to include three-dimensional effects. To capture
these effects the lift curve slope is expressed by involving the corrections to the aspect
ratio and sweep angle and given as [41]
C3DLa =
CLaAR
CLa
cosL
p +AR
q
1+
 
CLa
cosL
pAR
2 (5.19)
where AR= Lcos2L=b
Table 5.2 shows that much better results of the flutter speeds U2LL are obtained by the
modification of the lift-curve slope for all sweep configurations. Hence, the effect of
sweep angle on the LCOs are investigated and all of the computations are made by
considering the corrected expression of CLa .
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Table 5.2: Comparison of linear flutter speeds. Superscripts 1 and 2 represent the
calculations made by CLa = 2p andCLa =C3DLa
L ULL by Ref. [44] U1LL U
2
LL
0o 102.372 m/s 95.7447 m/s 103.422 m/s
30o 105.054 m/s 96.1668 m/s 104.908 m/s
45o 121.595 m/s 108.972 m/s 121.046 m/s
60o 156.464 m/s 136.243 m/s 156.057 m/s
The variation of the linear flutter speed with respect to sweep angle is investigated
and shown in Figure 5.1. It is seen that up to sweep angle of 15o, the flutter speeds
are decreasing; thereafter speeds are increasing with the sweep angle. Moreover, the
difference between the dashed lines and solid lines demonstrates the refinement in
flutter speeds made by including three-dimensional effects.
Figure 5.1: Variation of linear flutter speeds versus sweep angle
5.1.3.2 Nonlinear analysis
As mentioned, the nonlinear analysis firstly conducted for the wing configuration with
no sweep L = 0. The LCO frequencies and amplitudes for the pitch motion are
computed in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b), respectively. As seen from Figure 5.2(a) the
pitch frequencies obtained by first-order approximation of homotopy analysis method
do not agree well with the numerical solution and in order to overcome this high-order
approximation of HAM is required.
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(a) amplitude of pitch motion
(b) amplitude of plunge motion
Figure 5.2: LCO for pitch frequencies and amplitudes, L= 0
As a further investigation, the dynamical responses of the wing for both pitch and
plunge motion are plotted as a function of speed ratio at different spanwise locations,
which are shown in Figure 5.3.
In this section nonlinear aeroelastic analysis is performed for the same rectangular
swept-back wing. A hardening cubic nonlinearity is only considered in pitch motion
by setting Fa (a) = baa + ga . It is observed that LCO occurs at speeds higher than
the linear flutter speed. The frequencies of LCOs are computed for UL=ULL varying
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(a) amplitude of pitch motion
(b) amplitude of plunge motion
Figure 5.3: Dynamical response of the wing at different spanwise locations for pitch
and plunge motion, L= 0
from 1:05 to 2 and compared with the numerical solution (RK4). Figure 5.4(a) shows
the variation of frequencies for the straight wing configuration, similarly Figure 5.4(b)
shows the same behavior for the sweep angles of 0, 30, 45 and 60. It is revealed
from both figures that the frequencies of LCOs tend to decrease for increasing values
of sweep angles.
In Figure 5.4(b), jump phenomena are detected for the sweep configuration of 60
at UL=ULL = 1:55 and UL=ULL = 1:75. This phenomenon can be understood by the
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of frequencies of LCO for sweep angles (a) L = 0o, (b) L =
0o, 45o and 60o
help of Fig. 4 which shows the pitch oscillations before and after the jumps such as,
UL=ULL = 1:5, 1:7 and 1:9. After the jump, for UL=ULL > 1:5 the periods of the
oscillations increase, thus a sudden drop is observed in the values of LCO frequencies.
On the other hand it is also seen from Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) that the harmonic
balance method generally fails to capture this jump phenomenon.
Finally, in Figure 5.6 the phase portraits of pitch motion are drawn at UL=ULL = 1:0,
1:5, 2:0 and 2:5. for the sweep angles of 0, 30, 45 and 60. The amplitudes of the
LCOs are increasing with the sweep angles. At the same speed ratio, such asUL=ULL=
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Figure 5.5: Pitch oscillations versus reduced time
2:5, it can be seen that the phase plots of different sweep angle configurations have
different features.
Figure 5.6: Phase plots for selected sweep angles
5.2 Aeroelastic Analysis of Thin-Walled Composite Beams
In this section aeroelastic analysis of thin-walled composite beams is carried out.
Divergence and flutter instabilities are determined. To do so, the structural and
aerodynamic models described in previous chapters are combined to establish the
aeroelastic model of the beam. The static and dynamic aeroelastic analyses are
simultaneously performed for the thin-walled composite beam and the obtained results
show good consistency with Ref. [25].
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The structural model of the beam was explained in Chapter 2 and validated in Chapter
3. This beam of biconvex cross-section had the length of L, width of b and maximum
thickness of h and the sketch of it was shown in Figure 3.4. Secondly, the composite
model that has adapted to the beam was a symmetric lay-up configuration.
The details of the composite configuration was explained in Section 3.3. The
geometrical and material properties of the numerical example are taken from Ref. [25].
The sweep angle is only considered in the static aeroelastic analysis to investigate the
effect of forward sweep on divergence instability.
Two different aerodynamic models has been considered and flutter instabilities are
determined for the beam in an unsteady incompressible flow. The results of both
models are quite closer but the formulation of the aerodynamic loading with Wagner’s
function is superior. Using this formulation one can also investigate the aeroelastic
response of the beam.
5.2.1 Aeroelastic equations
In terms of displacement quantities, the governing aeroelastic equations of thin-walled
composite beam under flapwise bending-flapwise transverse shear-twist coupling are
expressed as
a55
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a56f 000+Lae = b1v¨0 (5.20)
a56
 
v0000 +q
00
x
 a66f 0000+a37q 00x +a77f 00+Mae = (b4+b5)f¨   (b10+b18)f¨ 00
(5.21)
a33q 00x +a37f 00 a55
 
v00+qx

+a56f 00 = (b4+b14)q¨x (5.22)
with the boundary conditions
at z= 0:
v0 = f = qx = f 0 = 0 (5.23)
at z= L
a55
 
v00+qx
 a56f 00 = 0 (5.24)
a56
 
v000 +q
0
x
 a66f 000+a37q 0x+a77f 0 = (b10+b18)f¨ 0 (5.25)
a33q 0x+a37f 0 = 0 (5.26)
a56
 
v00+qx
 a66f 00 = 0 (5.27)
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Here, the unsteady lift and moment terms encountered in Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21 are
rearranged from the previous expressions of them (Eqs. 4.30 and 4.31).
Lae (h ;t) = pr¥U2n b2

¨¯v0  f˙ + tanLAR ˙¯s

 CLfp r¥U2n b
h
˙¯v0 f + tanLAR s¯   12

CLf
p  1
 
f˙ + tanLAR c
i
+
CLf
p r¥U
2
n b
n
å
i=1
aiBˆi
(5.28)
Mae (h ;t) = pr¥U2n b2
h
1
2

CLf
p  1
 
Unf˙ +U2n c tanL

+ 18b
 
f¨ +Unc˙ tanL
i
 CLf2p r¥U2n b2
h
˙¯v0 f + tanLAR s¯   12

CLf
p  1
 
f˙ + tanLAR c
i
+
CLf
2p r¥U
2
n b
2
n
å
i=1
aiBˆi
(5.29)
where vˆ0(h ;t) = v0=b and Bˆi(h ;t) = Bi=Un. From now on (˙) and ()0 represent
the partial derivatives with respect to nondimensional spanwise coordinate, h = y=L
and reduced time, t = Unt=b. Thus, the rates of change of bending and twist are
re-expressed as s¯(h ;t) = ¶ v¯0¶h and c(h ;t) =
¶f
¶h , respectively.
First, introducing non-dimensional quantities, the governing system given in Eqs.
5.20-5.22 are re-expressed using the below expressions
AR=
b
L
m0 =
b1
pr¥b2
It =
b4+b5
b2b1
Iw =
b10+b18
b2L2b1
r =
r
b4+b14
b2b1
kr =
a55
U2n b1
Secondly, the non-dimensional displacement measures v¯0, f and qx are discretized
spatially and given in the following
v¯0(h ;t) =NTv (h) qv(t) (5.30)
f(h ;t) =NTf (h) qf (t) (5.31)
qx(h ;t) =NTx (h) qx(t) (5.32)
5.2.2 Solution methodology
Inserting the Eqs. 5.28 and 5.29 into Eqs. 5.20-5.22, one obtains the nondimensional
aeroelastic equations of thin-walled composite beams. To solve these equations, a state
space description is required due to nonconservative nature of the eigenvalue problem.
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Second, using spatial semi-discretization based on Extended Galerkin Method which
was discussed previously (Section 3.4.1), the governing equations can be expressed in
matrix form as follows

MS+ 1m0MAE

q¨+

1
m0CAE

q˙+

krKS+ 1m0KAE

q= 1m0Q (5.33)
where
q=
8<:
qw
qf
qx
9=; (5.34)
Q=
8<:
Qw
Qf
0
9=;= nåi=1aiCLfp
8>>>><>>>>:
1R
0
NwBˆidh
1
2
1R
0
Nf Bˆidh
0
9>>>>=>>>>; (5.35)
Here Qw, Qf and Qx represent the eigenvector matrices with dimension of Nm and
Q=

QTw QTf Q
T
x
T
.
Using mode expansion theorem which was explained in Ref. [34, 42]
qw =Qwxs qf =Qfxs qx =Qxxs (5.36)
where xs is the vector of first m generalized mode coordinates. Also,MS, KS andMAE ,
KAE denote the mass and stiffness matrices for the structural and aerodynamic models,
respectively. The damping is only considered in aerodynamic model.
MS =
1R
0
24NvNTv 0 00 ItNfNTf + IwN0fN0Tf 0
0 0 r2NxNTx
35dh (5.37)
KS =
1R
0
26664
1
AR2N
0
vN
0T
v
a56
a55L2AR
N0vN00Tf
1
ARN
0
vN
T
x
a56
a55L2AR
N00fN
0T
v
a77
a55L2
N0fN
0T
f +
a66
a55L4
N00fN
00T
f
a37
a55L2
N0fN
0T
x +
a56
a55L2
N00fN
T
x
1
ARNxN
0T
v
a37
a55L
N0xN0Tf +
a56
a55L2
NxN00Tf NxN
T
x +
a33
a55L2
N0xN0Tx
37775dh
(5.38)
MAE =
1R
0
24NvNTv 0 00 18NfNTf 0
0 0 0
35dh (5.39)
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CAE =
1R
0
266664
tanL
AR NvN
0T
v +
CLf
p NvN
T
v  
h
1+ CLf2p

CLf
p  1
i
NvNTf 0
CLf
2p NfN
T
v
tanL
8AR NfN
0T
f   12

CLf
2p  1

CLf
p  1

NfNTf 0
0 0 0
377775dh
(5.40)
KAE =
1R
0
266664
CLf tanL
pAR NvN
0T
v
CLf tanL
2pAR NvN
T
f  
CLf tanL
2pAR

CLf
p  1

NvN0Tf 0
CLf tanL
2pAR NfN
0T
v  CLf2p NfNTf   tanL2AR

CLf
2p  1

CLf
p  1

NfN0Tf 0
0 0 0
377775dh
(5.41)
For simplicity, introducing the following matrices
Mn =QT

MS+ 1m0MAE

Q Cn =QT 1m0CAEQ Kn =Q
T

krKS+ 1m0KAE

Q
(5.42)
The Eq. 5.37 is rewritten by the help of Eqs. 5.36 and 5.42
Mnx¨s+Cnx˙s+Knxs = 1m0

QTwQw+QTfQf

(5.43)
The right hand side of the Eq. 5.42 is rewritten in terms of the augmented state vector
xai as follows
QTwQw+QTfQf =

a1Imm    anImm
8><>:
xa1
...
xan
9>=>; (5.44)
The augmented state vector fulfills the following equation which was given in 4.23.
x˙ai+bixai = D1x˙s+D2x¨s (5.45)
where
bD1 = 1R
0
24CLf tanLpAR NvN0Tv  CLfp NvNTf   tanL2pAR CLfp  1NvN0Tf
CLf tanL
2pAR NfN
0T
v  CLf2p NfNTf  
CLf tanL
2pAR

CLf
p  1

NfN0Tf
35dh (5.46)
bD2 = 1R
0
24CLf tanLpAR NvN0Tv  CLfp NvNTf   tanL2pAR CLfp  1NvN0Tf
CLf tanL
2pAR NfN
0T
v  CLf2p NfNTf  
CLf tanL
2pAR

CLf
p  1

NfN0Tf
35dh (5.47)
D1 =

QTw QTf

m2N
hbD1i
2N2N

Qw
Qf

2Nm
(5.48)
D2 =

QTw QTf

m2N
hbD2i
2N2N

Qw
Qf

2Nm
(5.49)
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5.2.2.1 State-space representation
The equation given in Eqs. 5.43 and 5.45 are cast to space-space form given in compact
form as
X˙ = AX (5.50)
where
X =

xs
xa

; A=

As Bs
BaAs Aa+BaBs

(5.51)
and
As =

0mm Imm
 M 1n Kn  M 1n Cn

2m2m
(5.52)
Bs =

0mnm
1
m0M
 1
n

a1Imm    anImm

2mnm
(5.53)
Aa =
264 b1I : : : 0... . . . ...
0     bnI
375
nmnm
(5.54)
Ba =

D1 D2
D1 D2

nm2m
(5.55)
Here, 0 and I show zero and identity matrices with dimensions of mm. Using a
temporal discretization to Eq. 5.56, we have,
X(k+1) =
h
eADt
i
X(k) (5.56)
where the discretized transition matrixh
eADt
i
=
¥
å
i=0
Ai
i!
(Dt)i (5.57)
Here, A is the system matrix and Dt is the sampling time. Solving for X(k), one
will extract the generalized coordinate xs(k) and one will finally obtain the aeroelastic
response of the aircraft wing. The response functions are
v¯0(h ;k) =NTv (h)Qw xs(k) (5.58)
f(h ;k) =NTf (h)Qf xs(k) (5.59)
qx(h ;k) =NTx (h)Qx xs(k) (5.60)
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5.2.3 Divergence and flutter instabilities
The static and dynamic aeroelastic instabilities of swept composite aircraft wings are
simultaneously determined using the Eq. 5.56. Discarding the time derivatives of
the unsteady aerodynamics terms, the divergence instability are found via solving the
minimum solution of the following equation:

krKS+
1
m0
KAE

q= 0 (5.61)
Assuming X = X¯elt , the eigenvalue problem which corresponds to flutter condition is
expressed as follows
(l I A) X¯ = 0 (5.62)
where l ’s are the complex eigenvalues of the system given above.
When the real part of l becomes zero, the imaginary part of the same root corresponds
to flutter frequency. This critical state is known as flutter condition. One can also obtain
the divergence instability from the same equation (Eq. 5.61), for more information see
Ref. [25].
5.2.4 Results & discussion
This section presents the results in four subsections. The first one gives the validation
of the aeroelastic model. The remaining sections give the results of aircraft wings
modeled as thin-walled composite beams. The analyses are carried out for the wing
configuration given in Table 5.3 [25, 42]. Model A is mainly used for flutter analysis,
while divergence analysis is carried out for Model B.
At first, the natural frequencies and mode shapes are computed for both Model A and
B. These results are obtained by Extended Galerkin Method which was previously
explained in Section 3.4.2. In the following sections the divergence and flutter
instabilities are determined by taking five modes.
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Table 5.3: Material properties and geometric characteristics of the wing
Material Properties
E11 206.8 GPa
E22 = E33 5.17 GPa
G12 3.10 GPa
G13 = G23 2.55 GPa
n12 = n13 = n23 0.25
Density, r 1528 kg/m3
Geometric Characteristics Model A Model B
Width, b (m) 0.757 0.259
Depth, d (m) 0.1 0.034
Total thickness, h (m) 0.01 0.0086
Length, L (m) 6.058 3.108
Aspect ratio, AR= 2L=b 16 12
Number of layers, N 6 7
Lay-ups [q ]N [2q= q=q=0]s
5.2.4.1 Test case
A computer code is developed in MATLAB to perform flutter analysis and tested with
Goland wing. The comparison with several published studies [25, 50–52] is made
in Table 5.4 which shows the flutter speeds in excellent agreement with the present
predictions. The flutter speeds obtained by k-method is computed in U-g and U-w
plots (Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(b)).
Table 5.4: Comparison of flutter results for Goland wing
Method UF (ft/s) wF (rad/s)
Present analysis (EGM) 447 70.1
Galerkin [50] 448 70.3
Patil et. al [51] 445 70.2
Qin and Librescu [25] 450 70.1
Lin and Iliff [52] 447 70.0
In order to carry out classical flutter analysis, Theodorsen’s aerodynamic is adapted
here. The unsteady aerodynamic loads are replaced with the ones given in 4.1 and
4.2. Introducing reduced frequency k = wb=Un, the lift and moment expressions are
rewritten in frequency domain. The details of this procedure are not included, only the
results are demonstrated in this study.
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Figure 5.7: (a) U-g plot (b) U-w plot
5.2.4.2 Dynamic analysis
To obtain the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors as the details of the procedure is
explained in Section 5.2.2.1, dynamic analyses are conducted for both Model A
and Model B. At first, the variation of stiffness quantities are shown in Figure 5.8.
Subsequently, the eigenfrequencies are computed with respect to ply angle and plotted
in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, for Model A and B, respectively. One can observe that the
variation of the stiffness quantities and the eigenfrequencies is similar for each model.
From the solution of the eigenvalue problem, eigenvectors are obtained and the
normalized mode shapes are demonstrated in Figure 5.11. The following aeroelastic
simulations are performed by taking five modes, this is why Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11
show first five eigenfrequencies and modes, respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Variation of stiffness quantities with respect to ply-angle for (a) Model A
(b)Model B.
5.2.4.3 Static aeroelastic analysis
This section presents the results of static aeroelastic analysis of aircraft wings modeled
as thin-walled beams made of anisotropic composite materials. The divergence speeds
are calculated and several effects such as transverse shear, ply-angle, aspect ratio on
the divergence instability are investigated. The reader should keep in mind that the
aeroelastic instabilities including divergence and flutter are simultaneously considered
by the transient method.
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Figure 5.9: Variation of frequencies with respect to ply-angle. (a) w1, w2 and w3 (b)
w4 and w5. Solid lines show frequencies for shearable beam; dashed lines
for non-shearable beams.
Figure 5.12 shows the combined effect of sweep and aspect ratio on divergence
instability. Here, each curve represent the variation of divergence speeds with respect
to aspect ratio 5 AR 15 for different sweep angle configurations. These curves are
obtained by an increase of 15o in sweep. As seen, the divergence speeds reach to the
lowest and the most critical value when (forward) sweep angle is high. The effect of
ply angle is also depicted in Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) which are plotted for q = 30o
and q = 45o, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Variation of frequencies with respect to ply-angle. (a) w1, w2 and w3
(b) w4 and w5. Solid lines show frequencies for shearable beam; dashed
lines for non-shearable beams.
Moreover, the effect of ply angle on divergence instability is demonstrated in Figure
5.13, as it seen from this figure, due to the washin effect, for q < 35o  40o lower
divergence speeds are obtained and for 40o < q < 90o, when the washout effect is
encountered, the divergence speeds are increased. It was previously reported that
swept-forward wings feature the washin/washout effects [2,25] and one should address
for these effects to the coupling stiffness a37 in Figure 5.8(b).
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Figure 5.11: Mode shapes for (a)Model A (b)Model B
Finally, the static aeroelastic analyses are run to illustrate the effect of transverse
shear and Figure 5.14 is plotted. As seen, when the transverse shear is omitted, the
divergence speeds are predicted lower.
5.2.4.4 Dynamic aeroelastic analysis
The dynamic aeroelastic analyses are conducted for the thin-walled beam of Model
A. At first, the flutter speeds are calculated by U-g method and transient method,
and compared with the published results in Table 5.5. Here, the results are obtained
by taking i) cLa = 2p and ii) cL = 2pAR=(AR+2cosL), which are denoted by
superscripts Method1 and Method1 in the Table. As seen, finite-span effects play a
crucial role in the flutter analysis. Moreover the flutter speeds predicted by the U-g
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Figure 5.12: Combined effect of sweep and aspect ratio on divergence speed of Model
B for (a) q = 30o and (b) q = 45o
method and the transient method are in good agreement, however the unstable modes
revealed from these methods and shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are quite different.
As seen, the unstable mode obtained by U-g method is the second mode, while the
unstable mode in the transient method is the first mode.
The eigenvalues of the system matrix given in Eq. 5.62 near the onset of flutter are
listed in Table 5.6. This table reveals that the real part of the third root changes its sign
from negative to positve, in other words the real part is zero somewhere in between
Un = 234 m/s andUn = 234:6 m/s, which corresponds to the critical flutter condition.
Moreover, the pitch oscillation at the tip location of the wing calculated by the transient
method are given Figure 5.17. One can also observe that at lower speeds from the
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Table 5.5: Comparison of flutter results calculated by U-g and transient method.
Method1 and Method2 calculate the results by taking cL = 2p and cL =
2pAR=(AR+2cosL), respectively.
Method1 UF (m=s) wF (rad=s) U¥=
 
bwre f

U-g method 222.20 89.53 50.70
Transient method 221.60 91.33 50.55
Method2 UF (m=s) wF (rad=s) U¥=
 
bwre f

U-g method 234.61 88.20 53.52
Transient method 234.57 89.30 53.52
U-g method [25] 235.00 87.58 53.74
Transient method [25] 235.05 87.12 53.75
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Figure 5.15: Flutter analysis of Model A by the transient method
critical flutter speed the pitch oscillations are gradually decaying while at higher speeds
they are growing.
The influences of finite-span effects on the flutter speeds are also investigated by
including and discarding the transverse shear and shown in Figure 5.18. The variation
of flutter speeds with respect to aspect ratio for q = 0o and sweep angle q = 30o are
demonstrated in Figures 5.18(a) and 5.18(b). As seen, the omission of transverse shear
has a marginal effect on flutter instabilities.
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Table 5.6: Eigenvalues of the system matrix near onset of flutter
Un =234 m/s Un =234.6 m/s
-0.0455 -0.0455
-0.2527 -0.2525
-0.0012 0.1439i 0.00000297  0.1441i
-0.0352  0.1591i -0.0366  0.1583i
-0.0478  0.0012i -0.0478  0.0012i
-0.0456  0.0003i -0.0456  0.0003i
-0.2999  0.0003i -0.2999 0.0003i
-0.0171  0.3352i -0.0171  0.3342i
-0.0122  0.5541i -0.0122  0.5527i
-0.0107  1.0086i -0.0107  1.0061i
-0.2953  0.0046i -0.2952  0.0046i
5.2.4.5 The influences of finite-span effects on critical speeds
The effect of aspect ratio and sweep angle on the most critical speeds are examined in
this section. The most critical speed means the lowest speed between the divergence
and the flutter speed. Here, in Figure 5.19 the control parameter is chosen as ply angle
q and due to washin effect which was previously explained in Section 5.2.4.3, the
divergence speeds are calculated as the lowest speeds in between 5  q  45. When
the washout effect is encountered the divergence speeds become higher thus, the flutter
speeds are found as the most critical ones.
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Finally, the most critical speeds are plotted versus sweep angle, showing similar results
that was previously discussed. For forward-swept wings, the most critical speeds are
the divergence speed and the effect of transverse shear is also shown in Figure 5.20
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Figure 5.18: Finite span effects on flutter speed
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6. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF THIN-WALLED COMPOSITE BEAMS
A geometrically nonlinear theory which is valid for laminated thin-walled composite
beams of open and closed cross sections, is developed accounting for large
displacements in this section. Similar to the linear counterpart which was formulated
in Chapter 2, various non-classical effects such as transverse shear, warping restraint
and material anisotropy are also included in this theory. The geometric nonlinearity is
considered in von Karman sense and in the development of the nonlinear theory similar
procedures explained in the linear theory are repeated, therefore those procedures are
omitted in this section.
6.1 Strain Field
The strain-displacement relations for three components exx, eyy and exy of
Green-Lagrange strain tensor are expressed as
exx = ¶u¶x +
1
2

¶u
¶x
2
+

¶v
¶x
2
(6.1)
eyy = ¶v¶y +
1
2

¶u
¶y
2
+

¶v
¶y
2
(6.2)
gxy = 12
h
¶u
¶y +
¶v
¶x +
¶u
¶x
¶u
¶y +
¶v
¶x
¶v
¶y
i
(6.3)
The second assumption which implies that the cross-sections do not deform in its
own plane (cross-section non-deformability) yields the strain components exx, eyy
and gxy becomes zero. Furthermore, the non-zero strain components ezz, gxz and gyz
are expressed in von Karman type, in which only the products of u and v and their
derivatives are retained and all other nonlinear terms are discarded.
ezz(s;z;n; t) = e
(0)
zz +ne
(1)
zz +n2e
(2)
zz (6.4)
where
e(0)zz (s;z;n; t) =w00+ yq
0
x+ xq 0y f 00Fw+f 02
 
x2+ y2

+12
 
u020 + v
02
0
 f 0  yu00  xv00 (6.5)
Fw (s) =
R s
0
rn(l )dl  
R s
0
H
rn(s)dsH
ds dl (6.6)
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and
e(1)zz (s;z; t) = dydsq
0
y  dxdsq 0x+f 00rt(s)
+f 0

dy
dsv
0
0+
dx
dsu
0
0

+ rnf 02
(6.7)
e(2)zz (z; t) = 12f
02 (6.8)
Similarly, the shear strain components off the mid-line contour are described in terms
of displacement quantities
Gsz(s;z;n; t) = g
(0)
sz +ng
(1)
sz (6.9)
Gnz(s;z;n; t) = g
(0)
nz (6.10)
where
g(0)sz (s;z;n; t) =
dx
ds

u00(z; t)+qy(z; t)

+
dy
ds

v00(z; t)+qx(z; t)
 f 0y (s) (6.11)
g(t)sz (s;z; t) = y(s)f 0(z; t) where y(s) =
H
rn(s)dsH
ds
(6.12)
g(1)sz (s;z; t) = 2f 0(z; t) (6.13)
and
g(0)nz (s;z;n; t) =
dy
ds

u00(z; t)+qy(z; t)
  dx
ds

v00(z; t)+qx(z; t)

(6.14)
Note that the superscript (:)(0) indicates the strain components that are zero off the
mid-line contour, while the stains that are different of zero off the mid-line contour are
shown by superscripts (:)(1).
The previous derivations given in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 were done for linear
shearable and unshearable thin-walled beams, simultaneously and tracersdS and dNS
were used to represent both models. However, the derivations in this section is done
only for the shearable beams which represents the most general case and one can
also obtain the unshearable counterpart by replacing qx ! v00 and qy ! u00 in the
pertinent expressions.
6.1.1 Constitutive equations
The membrane stress resultants Nss, Nzz, Nsz; the transverse shear resultants Nzn, Nsn
and the stress couples, Lzz, Lsz, Lss are shown on a beam element in Figure 2.4. The
shell stress resultants and the stress couples have the units of forces per unit length and
moments per unit length, obtained by integrating the corresponding stresses over the
thickness of the laminate.
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 The stress resultants 8>>>><>>>>:
Nss
Nzz
Nsz
Nzn
Nsn
9>>>>=>>>>;=
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
8>>>><>>>>:
sss
szz
ssz
szn
ssn
9>>>>=>>>>;
(i)
dn (6.15)
 The stress couples 8<:
Lzz
Lss
Lsz
9=;= Nåi=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)
8<:
szz
sss
ssz
9=;
(i)
ndn (6.16)
and 
Gzz
	
=
N
å
i=1
Z n(i)
n(i 1)

szz
	
(i) n
2 dn (6.17)
Assuming that the thickness and tangential shear stiffness of the laminate is uniform
along the circumferential coordinate, s, constitutive relations for geometrically
nonlinear closed cross section thin-walled beams are introduced by the following
expressions.

Nss
Mss

=

A12 B12 D12 A16 B16
B12 D12 F12 B16 D26

| {z }
M1
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
e(0)zz
e(1)zz
e(2)zz
g(0)sz
g(1)sz
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
+

A11 B22
B22 212

| {z }
M2
(
e(0)ss
e(1)ss
)
(6.18)
8>>>><>>>>:
Nzz
Lzz
Gzz
Nsz
Lsz
9>>>>=>>>>;=
266664
A22 B22 D22 A26 B26
B22 D22 F22 B26 D16
D22 F22 H22 D26 F26
A26 B26 D16 A66 B66
B26 D26 F16 B66 D66
377775
| {z }
M3
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
e(0)zz
e(1)zz
e(2)zz
g(0)sz
g(1)sz
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
+
266664
A12 B12
B12 D12
D12 F12
A16 B16
B16 D26
377775
(
e(0)ss
e(1)ss
)
(6.19)
Nsn = A44g
(0)
sn +A45g
(0)
nz (6.20)
Nzn = A45g
(0)
sn +A55g
(0)
nz (6.21)
The stiffness quantities appearing in the constitutive equations are defined in terms of
reduced elastic coefficients, which were given in Appendix D.
The stress component sss is negligible when compared to remaining stresses. Instantly
the corresponding stress resultant, which is known as hoop stress resultant, Nss = Lss =
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Nns = 0 becomes immaterial. Eliminating e
(0)
ss , e
(1)
ss and g
(0)
ns from the Eqs. 6.18 and
6.19, the shell stiffness matrix is obtained by the following relation.
[K] = [M3]  [M2]T [M1] 1 [M2] (6.22)
The elements of the shell stiffness matrix is given in Appendix D.
6.1.1.1 Equations of motion
The formulation for geometrically nonlinear thin-walled beams are derived similarly
to the linear model which was introduced in Section ref. The only difference appears in
the definition of the strain energy, the kinetic energy expression remains same. Since
the detailed derivation for linear theory has already been given in the previous sections,
instead of giving the formulation of nonlinear theory in detail, only the dissimilarities
is given here.
U =
1
2
LZ
0
I
C
Z
h
[szzezz+sszGsz+snzGnz](i) dndsdz (6.23)
The integration through the wall thickness, h, is carried out and using the Eqs. 6.15
and 6.16 one obtains the strain energy expression in terms of stress resultants and stress
couples
U = 12
LR
0
H
C
R
h

szz
h
e(0)zz + e
(1)
zz + e
(2)
zz
i
+ssz
h
g(0)sz + g
(1)
sz
i
+snzg
(0)
nz

(i)
dndsdz
= 12
LR
0
H
C

Nzze
(0)
zz +Lzze
(1)
zz +Gzze
(2)
zz +Nszg
(0)
sz
+Lszg
(1)
sz +Nnzg
(0)
nz

dsdz
(6.24)
Inserting the expressions of strains given by Eqs. 6.5, 2.26 and 6.11-6.14 into the
strain energy and carrying out the integration around the mid-line contour C, we have
for shearable and nonshearable beams
U = 12
LR
0

Tz

w00+
1
2
 
u020 + v
02
0

+Mzf 0 Bwf 00
+dS

Mxq 0x+Myq 0y+Qx(u00+qy)+Qy(v
0
0+qx)

+dNS
 Mxv00p Myu00Pdz
(6.25)
Here, the tracers dS and dNS represent the quantities required for the shearable and
the non-shearable beams, respectively. To obtain these quantities for the shearable
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beams, the tracers are set to dS = 1 and dNS = 0; for the non-shearable beams to dS = 0
and dNS = 1. Although the most general case of the theory is the shearable beams,
for practical purposes in every step to the equations of motion, the quantities will
also be given for the nonshearable beams which is a special case discarding transverse
shear effects. One can follow that for non-shearable beams the strain components were
revised via expressing qx! v0p and qy! u0p. The one dimensional stress resultants
and couples were introduced in Section 2.2.5.1, the stress couple given below is added
to those to obtain the nonlinear equations of motion of thin-walled composite beams
Lz(z; t) =
I
C

Nzz
 
x2+ y2

+2rnLzz+Gzz

ds (6.26)
The stress couple Lz has the unit of f orce:length2. Taking the virtual variation of
the displacements in the strain energy dW , and using dK given in Equation ref, the
equations of motion and boundary conditions are provided via Hamilton’s principle.
The variations of both strain and kinetic energy were expressed in a unified form for
shearable and non-shearable beams by the help of tracers dS and dNS, respectively.
Setting dS = 1 and dNS = 0 or dS = 0 and dNS = 1 the equations of motion for the
shearable or the unshearable thin walled beams are presented in the unified form as
du0 :  K1+ px+
 
Tzu00 Mxf 0
0
+dS
 
Q0x

+dNS( K05+m0y+M00y ) = 0(6.27)
dv0 :  K2+ py 
 
Tzv00+Myf
00+dSQ0y+dNS( K06+m0x+M00x ) = 0(6.28)
dw0 :  K3+ pz+T 0z = 0 (6.29)
df :  K4+K07+b0w+mz+B00w+M0z+
 
Gzf 0
0 (6.30)
+
 
Myv00 Mxu00
0
= 0 (6.31)
dqx : dS( K6+mx Qy+M0x) = 0 (6.32)
dqy : dS( K5+my Qx+M0y) = 0 (6.33)
The boundary conditions at the root and the tip section of the beam are derived through
the non-integral terms in the strain energy expression. They are defined at z = 0 and
z= L as
du0 : u0 = u¯0 or  nzQ˜x+Tzu00 Mxf 0 dSQx+dNS( K5+M0y) = 0(6.34)
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dNSdu00 : u
0
0 = u¯
0
0 or My nzM˜0y = 0 (6.35)
dv0 : v0 = v¯0 or  nzQ˜y+Tzv00+Myf 0 dSQy+dNS( K6+M0x) = 0 (6.36)
dNSdv00 : v
0
0 = v¯
0
0 or Mx nzM˜0x = 0 (6.37)
dw0 : w0 = w¯0 or Tz nzT˜z = 0 (6.38)
df : f = f¯ or K9 nzM˜z+Myv00 Mxu00+B0w+Mz = 0 (6.39)
df 0 : f 0 = f¯ 0 or  nzB˜w+Bw = 0 (6.40)
dSdqx : qx = q¯x or Mx nzM˜0x = 0 (6.41)
dSdqy : qy = q¯y or My nzM˜0y = 0 (6.42)
Finally, the equations of motion and boundary conditions for symmetrically laminated
thin-walled beams are obtained. As a further step, these equations will be expressed in
terms of displacement quantities in the following Chapter 3.
aN11 =
H
a11 ds
aN12 =
H 
a11y b11 dxds

ds
aN13 =
H h
a11x+b11
dy
ds
i
ds
aN14 =
H
[ a11Fw+b11rt ] ds
aN15 =
H 
a11x2+b11y2+d11

ds
aN16 =
H
a16
dy
ds ds
aN17 = 
H
a16 dxds ds
aN18 =
H
[a16y+2b16] ds
(6.43)
aN22 =
H h
a11y2 2b11ydxds +d11
 dx
ds
2i
ds
aN23 =
H h
a11xy b11xdxds +b11ydyds  d11 dxds dyds
i
ds
aN24 =
H  a11Fwy+b11rty+b11Fw dxds  d11rt dxds ds
aN25 =
H 
a11y3+a11x2y+d11y

ds
aN26 =
H h
a16y
dy
ds  b16 dxds dyds
i
ds
aN27 =
H h
 a16ydxds +b16
 dx
ds
2i
ds
aN28 =
H 
a16yy+2b16y b16y dxds  2d16 dxds

ds
(6.44)
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aN33 =
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a11x2+2b11x
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ds +d11

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ds
2
ds
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H h
 a11Fwx+b11rtx b11Fw dyds +d11rt dyds
i
ds
aN35 =
H h
a11x3+a11xy2+b11x2
dy
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2 dy
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dy
ds
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a16x
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ds +b16

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ds
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H h
a16xdxds +b16
dx
ds
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ds
i
ds
aN38 =
H h
a16xy+2b16x+b16y dyds +2d16
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ds
i
ds
(6.45)
aN44 =
H  a11F2w +2b11Fwrt d11r2t  ds
aN45 =
H 
a11Fwx2+a11Fwy2+d11Fw

ds
aN46 =
H h
a16Fw
dy
ds  b16rt dyds
i
ds
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H  a16Fw dxds +b16rt dxds ds
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H
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(6.46)
aN55 =
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a11x4+a11y4+h11

ds
aN56 =
H h
a16x2
dy
ds +a16y
2 dy
ds +2b16rn
dy
ds +d16
dy
ds
i
ds
aN57 = 
H 
a16x2 dxds +a16y
2 dx
ds +2b16rn
dx
ds +d16
dx
ds

ds
aN58 =
H  
x2+ y2

(a16y+2b16)+2b16yrn+4d16y+2 f16

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(6.47)
aN66 =
H 
a66 dxds
dy
ds + A¯44

dy
ds
2
ds
aN67 =
H h
 a66
 dx
ds
2
+ A¯44 dxds
dy
ds
i
ds
aN68 =
H 
a66y dxds +2b66
dx
ds

ds
(6.48)
aN77 = 
H h
a66 dxds
dy
ds + A¯44
 dx
ds
2i
ds
aN78 =
H h
a66y dyds +2b66
dy
ds
i
ds
(6.49)
aN88 =
H 
a66y2+4b66y+4d66

ds (6.50)
where A¯44 = A55 A245=A44 and the shell stiffness ai j;bi j;di j; fi j;hi j (i; j = 1;6) are
given in Appendix D. Similar to the linear beam model, the beam forces and moments
are defined for shearable beams as8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
Tz
Mx
My
Bw
Lz
Qx
Qy
Mz
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;
=
266666666664
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17 a18
a22 a23 a24 a25 a26 a27 a28
a33 a34 a35 a36 a37 a38
a44 a45 a46 a47 a48
a55 a56 a57 a58
a66 a67 a68
a77 a78
a88
377777777775
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
axial (z; t)
bendingX (z; t)
bendingY (z; t)
f 00
1
2f
02
shearX (z; t)
shearY (z; t)
f 0
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;
(6.51)
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Here, the generalized strain components for geometrically nonlinear thin-walled beams
are introduced as
axial (z; t) =w00+
1
2
 
u020 + v
02
0

(6.52)
bendingX (z; t) = v000 f 0u00 (6.53)
bendingY (z; t) = u000 +f 0v00 (6.54)
shearX (z; t) = q 0y+u00 (6.55)
shearY (z; t) = q 0x+ v00 (6.56)
This relation for the unshearable counterpart is obtained by neglecting the shear forces,
i.e. the sixth and seventh rows/coloumns are deleted, as8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Tz
Mx
My
Bw
Lz
Mz
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
=
26666664
a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a18
a22 a23 a24 a25 a28
a33 a34 a35 a38
a44 a45 a48
a55 a58
a88
37777775
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
axial (z; t)
bendingX (z; t)
bendingY (z; t)
f 00
1
2f
02
f 0
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(6.57)
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Figure 6.1: Variation of direct stiffness quantities, a11, a22, a33, a44, a55, a66, a77, a88
with respect to ply angle, q . Solid lines with and without circles represent
nonlinear and linear quantities, respectively.
Figures 6.1(a)-6.1(h) show the variation of direct stiffness quantities with respect to
ply angle. As seen, a difference between the linear and nonlinear stiffness quantities
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corresponding to twist and chordwise transverse shear is observed. The variation of
off-diagonal stiffness quantities are given in Figures 6.2(a)-6.2(c).
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Figure 6.2: Variation of off-diagonal stiffness quantities, a14, a37, a56 with respect to
ply angle, q . Solid lines with and without circles represent nonlinear and
linear quantities, respectively.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the nonlinear dynamic and aeroelastic analyses are conducted for aircraft
wings. The major conclusions from this study can be grouped according to the
structural models. One can find these conclusions listed in the following:
For the Euler-Bernoulli beam, the governing aeroelastic equations of two
degrees-of-freedom swept wing are derived by applying the strip theory for
aerodynamics and discretized using the mode shapes of a cantilever beam. The
unsteady aerodynamic lift & moment in an incompressible flow are expressed in the
time domain by the use ofWagner’s function. The limit cycle oscillation characteristics
are obtained and several parameters that have an effect on LCO are discussed and
reported as follows:
 The results of linear flutter analysis conducted by using the revised version of CLa
are consistent with the experimental ones. The flutter speeds are over-estimated
when the finite-span effects are discarded. In fact, these effects become more
significant for higher sweep angles.
 The frequencies of LCOs tend to decrease for increasing values of sweep angles
and the amplitudes of the LCOs are increasing with the sweep angles.
 For L = 60o, the LCO frequencies are obtained with a jump at higher speeds. The
semi-analytical methods fails to capture this phenomena.
 A supercritical Hopf bifurcation is detected and when the sweep angle increases,
the bifurcation begin to occur at higher speeds.
Secondly, the aircraft wing is modeled as a thin-walled composite beam. This beam
model incorporates a number of non-classical effects such as material anisotropy,
transverse shear deformation and warping restraint. Symmetric lay-up configuration
i.e. Circumferentially Asymmetric Stiffness (CAS) is adapted to this model to generate
coupled motion of i) extension-chordwise bending-transverse shear and ii) flapwise
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bending-torsion-transverse shear. Initially, free vibration analyses are carried out for
linear model of shearable and nonshearable thin-walled composite beams. In addition,
static and dynamic aeroelastic analyses are performed to determine divergence and
flutter instabilities, respectively. For this beam model, the unsteady aerodynamic
loads are expressed using Wagner’s function in the time-domain as well as Theodorsen
function in the frequency-domain. The final results are compared with the literature,
showing a good agreement. The major conclusions obtained from these analyses are
listed below.
 From the dynamic analysis, the natural frequencies computed as a function of
ply angle indicate an overestimation when coupling stiffness and transverse shear
effects are discarded. The omission of transverse shear effect is practical for
ply-angles for which the bending is not dominant.
 The static aeroelastic results indicate that the divergence speed which is decreasing
with the aspect ratio, is determined to be the most critical speed for forward sweep
configurations.
 It is concluded from the dynamic aeroelastic results that the transverse shear and the
directionality property of anisotropic composite materials have a marginal influence
on flutter instabilities.
 Establishing a geometrically nonlinear beam model, a nonlinear analysis is also
performed and discussed. The stiffness quantities determined from linear and
nonlinear thin-walled beam theory are plotted and compared.
7.1 Future Works
The studies that may arise from this thesis can be divided into two groups. The first
group is related with the first beam model, namely Euler-Bernoulli beam. The future
works that will be covered by this topic are listed in below:
 Modelling the Euler-Bernoulli beam with softening type cubic nonlinearity and
applying similar procedures as presented here, one will observe the critical flutter
condition instead of limit cycle oscillation. Hence, the effect of sweep angle will be
investigated on the flutter speeds of the wing.
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 Accordingly, one will detect a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, in which the limit cycle
oscillations are unstable.
Moreover, using thin-walled composite beam model, the following works may arise:
 One will model the thin-walled beam with an airfoil shaped cross-section
(symmetric or chambered), which will be a better approach for an aircraft wing.
Using this model one will also perform dynamic and aeroelastic analyses, and
compare the results of symmetric airfoil with the chambered one.
The boundary of the cross-section of the beam is defined by two curves [53]
z(x) =
x
b
m h
1 
x
b
piq
(7.1)
As seen from Figure 7.1, using the Eq. 7.1 various types of cross-section for the
thin-walled beam will be employed.
x
(a) Biconvex cross-section, m= p= q= 1
x
(b) Airfoil shaped cross-section,m= 1=2, p= q= 1
Figure 7.1: Different geometries of cross-section
 Using piezoelectric patches one will conduct dynamic and aeroelastic analyses
of the aircraft wing modeled as thin-walled composite beam. In contrast to the
standard case, in an adaptive structure these dynamic and aeroelastic characteristics
can be controlled in a known and predictable manner. Therefore the structural
resonance and any other instabilities can be avoided, therefore response to
time-dependent external excitation of the system can be improved [9].
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APPENDIX A : Coefficients for Euler-Bernoulli Beam
c1 =
1R
0
h
d2fh
dh2
i2
dh c2 =
1R
0
h
dfa
dh
i2
dh c3 =
1R
0
[fh]2 dh
c4 =
1R
0
[fa ]2 dh c5 =
1R
0
[fhfa ]dh c6 = bL
1R
0
h
dfh
dh fh
i
dh
c7 = bL
1R
0
h
dfa
dh fh
i
dh c8 = b
2
L2
1R
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d2fh
dh2 fh
i
dh c9 = b
2
L2
1R
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d2fa
dh2 fh
i
dh
c10 = bL
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dfh
dh fa
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dfa
dh fa
i
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L2
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d2fh
dh2 fa
i
dh
c13 = b
2
L2
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h
d2fa
dh2 fa
i
dh
a1 = c3(1+ CL cos
2L
2pm )
a2 = c5(xa   aCL cos
2L
2pm )
a3 = c3zx w¯U¯L + c3
CL cos2L
2pm (1 y1 y2)+ c6CL sin(2L)2pm
a4 = c5
CL cos2L
2pm

1+2
 1
2  a

(1 y1 y2)
  c7CL sin(2L)2pm
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CL cos2L
pm (y1e1+y2e2)+ c8
CL sin2L
2pm
a6 = c5
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
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2  a

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
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+c7
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
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tan2L
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tan2L
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2
U¯2L
a12 = CL cos
2L
pm

c3x   c5
 1
2  a

a

t=0
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
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  aCL cos2L
2pmr2a

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8 +a
2i
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k1 = (a3b2 a2b3)= j k2 = (a4b2 a2b4)= j k3 = (a5b2 a2b5)= j
k4 = (a6b2 a2b6)= j k5 = (a7b2 a2b7)= j k6 = (a8b2 a2b8)= j
k7 = (a9b2 a2b9)= j k8 = (a10b2 a2b10)= j k9 = a11b2= j
k10 = b11a2= j m1 = (b3a1 b1a3)= j m2 = (b4a1 b1a4)= j
m3 = (b5a1 b1a5)= j m4 = (b6a1 b1a6)= j m5 = (b7a1 b1a7)= j
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m9 = b11a1= j m10 = a11b1= j
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APPENDIX B : Derivation of the Displacement Field
The displacement field can be derived from Fig.A1. Here, ~u and ~v represent the
displacements of point S in x  and y  directions respectively and ~uP, ~vP are the
displacements of point P to P0. In the light of Figure B.1, the expression below is
Figure B.1: The displacements of undistorted cross-section
hold.
~u+~v+ ~SP  ~S0P0  ~uP  ~vP = 0 (B.1)
where
~uP = juPj~i (B.2)
~vP = jvPj~j (B.3)
~u= juj~i (B.4)
~v= jvj~j (B.5)
~S0P0 = jS0P0jcos(f +q)~i+ jS0P0jsin(f +q)~j (B.6)
S˜P= jSPjcos(f +q)~i+ jSPjsin(f +q)~j (B.7)
where~i and ~j are the unit vectors in x  and y  directions, respectively. Substituting
Eqs. (B.2)-(B.7) into (B.1) yields
[juj  jS0P0jcos(f +q) juPj+ jSPjcosq ]~i
+[jvj  jS0P0jsin(f +q) jvPj+ jSPjsinq ]~j= 0 (B.8)
The displacements components of undistorted beam u and v are written as follows
u= uP+ jS0P0jcos(f +q) jSPjcosq (B.9)
v= vP+ jS0P0jsin(f +q) jSPjsinq (B.10)
Assuming torsion angle f is small, sin(f) f and cos(f) 1 in-plane displacements
are found in terms of the contour coordinates as follows
u= uP  (y  yP)f (B.11)
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v= vP+(x  xP)f (B.12)
Moreover, the tangential displacement, ut and the normal displacement un can be
written in terms of the in-plane displacements as follows
ut (x;s) = u(x;s)
dx
ds
+ v(x;s)
dy
ds
(B.13)
un (x;s) = u(x;s)
dy
ds
  v(x;s) dx
ds
(B.14)
Substituting Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12) into Eq. (B.8) yields
ut (x;s) = uP (x;s)
dx
ds
+ vP (x;s)
dy
ds
+ rn (s)f (x) (B.15)
un (x;s) = uP (x;s)
dy
ds
  vP (x;s) dxds   rt (s)f (x) (B.16)
where
rt (x;s) = x
dx
ds
+ y
dy
ds
(B.17)
rn (x;s) = x
dx
ds
  ydy
ds
(B.18)
Here, rn and rt are the perpendicular distances from the pole point P to arbitrary points
on the mid-contour S and off the mid-contour S0 that are shown in Figure B.2.
Figure B.2: The perpendicular distances rn and rt
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APPENDIX C : 3-D Equations for a Lamina
The reduced elastic stiffness coefficients are defined as
Qi j =Ci j Ci3C j3=C33 i; j = 1;2;6
Qkl =Ckl k; l = 4;5
Modified stiffness quantities given in Eqs. ().
K11 = A22  A
2
12
A11
K12 = K21 = A26  A12A16A11
K13 = 2

B26  A12B16A11

+y

A26  A12A16A11

K14 = K41 = B22  A12B12A11
K22 = A66  A
2
16
A11
K23 = 2

B66  A16B16A11

+y

A66  A
2
16
A11

K24 = K42 = B26  A16B12A11
K43 = 2

D26  B12B16A11

+y

B26  A16B12A11

K44 = D22  B
2
12
A11
K51 = B26  A12B16A11
K52 = B66  A16B16A11
K53 = 2

D66  B
2
16
A11

+y

B66  A16B16A11

K54 = D26  B12B16A11
Figure C.1: Geometry of an N-ply laminate
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APPENDIX D : Reduced Stiffness Quantities for Nonlinear Theory
The shell stiffness matrix for geometrically nonlinear thin-walled beam is represented
by [K] and given by
[K] =
266664
a11 b11 d11 a16 b16
d11 f11 b16 d16
h11 d16 f16
sym: a66 b66
d66
377775 (D.1)
The elements of this matrix are expressed as
a11 = A22 B12
 A12B11+A11B12
 B211+A11D11

 A12
 B11B12+A12D11
 B211+A11D11

(D.2)
b11 = B22 B12
 B11B12+A12D11
 B211+A11D11

 D12
 A12B11+A11B12
 B211+A11D11

(D.3)
d11 = D22 D12
 B11B12+A12D11
 B211+A11D11

 F12
 A12B11+A11B12
 B211+A11D11

(D.4)
f11 = F22 D12
 B11D12+B12D11
 B211+A11D11

 F12
 B11B12+A11D12
 B211+A11D11

(D.5)
h11 = H22 D12
 D11D12 B11F12
 B211+A11D11

 F12
 B11D12+A11F12
 B211+A11D11

(D.6)
a16 = A26 B16
 A12B11+A11B12
 B211+A11D11

 A16
 B11B12+A12D11
 B211+A11D11

(D.7)
b16 = B26 B16
 B11B12+A12D11
 B211+A11D11

 D16
 A12B11+A11B12
 B211+A11D11

(D.8)
d16 = D16 B16
 B11D12+B12D11
 B211+A11D11

 D26
 B11B12+A11D12
 B211+A11D11

(D.9)
f16 = F26 B16
 B11F12+A11D12
 B211+A11D11

 D26
 B11D12+A11F12
 B211+A11D11

(D.10)
a66 = A66 B16
 A16B11+A11B16
 B211+A11D11

 A16
 B11B16+A16D11
 B211+A11D11

(D.11)
b66 = B66 B16
 B11B16+A16D11
 B211+A11D11

 D26
 A16B11+A11B16
 B211+A11D11

(D.12)
d66 = D66 B16
 B11D26+B16D11
 B211+A11D11

 D26
 B11B16+A11D26
 B211+A11D11

(D.13)
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